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Schistosoma mansoni, a trematode parasite, is the major causative agent of Schistomi-
asis, a public health problem in South America and Africa. Recently, as a result of 
two separate efforts, the transcriptome of Schistosoma mansoni [1] and S. japonicum 
[2] were published. Schistosomes possess distinct and differentiated organs and have 
evolved to adapt to parasitism. Availability of transcriptome data has raised a number 
of issues regarding the parasite's cell biology and signaling pathways, as recently dis-
cussed in a review [3]. 

Currently, the S. mansoni microarray project, being conducted at Instituto de 
Quimica, Universidade de São Paulo, is aimed at identifying the genes and pathways 
involved in the parasite's development. This project raises the need for appropriate 
tools and databases to manage and analyze gene expression data, integrating these re-
sults with genome and sequence analysis information. 

In this work we describe the implementation of local copies of two important tools 
in our project: (i) the BioArray Software Environment (BASE), a platform to manage 
and analyze microarray data [4] and (ii) the generic genome browser, a web-based tool 
to visualized genomic information and other features [5]. We have implemented the 
BASE system (version 1.2.15) to centralize storage and to maintain data integrity, 
which is a very important aspect in large-scale microarray experiments. The relational 
database manager used is MySQL. We have deposited information regarding our array 
design with all reporters, integrating the information of the 96-well re-array plates, the 
384-well consolidated cDNA source plates and the position of each reporter in the final 
array design. A screenshot of our BASE implementation can be seen in figure 1. 

The microarray images were previously analyzed with ArrayVision 6.0 in order to 
extract the raw fluorescence intensity data, which were subsequently corrected for 
background intensity. Lowess normalization was performed using R scripts adapted 
from Koide et al. (2004) [6]. An example of this first step normalization is shown in 
figure 2.  We have built a pipeline that processes all data, from the ArrayVision 
spreadsheets to a user friendly schema that shows the BLAST search results for the S. 
mansoni differentially expressed genes. The first step is data normalization, followed 
by filtering steps, which permit exclusion of controls and genes with weak signal 
from the subsequent analysis. We have performed Significance Analysis of Microar-
ray (SAM) [7] to identify the differentially expressed genes in the dataset. The subse-
quent steps in the pipeline build a multifasta file with sequences from all these se-
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lected genes, submit it to a BLAST search, parse it and build a HTML report with a 
summary of the results.  This pipeline has been used with success in our lab, as we 
have already identified several gender specific differentially expressed genes in S. 
mansoni (in preparation). Some of these genes have been similarly identified recently 
by Fitzpatrick et al (2005) [8], but some of them are newly identified. Currently, we 
are performing wet lab validation steps in order to confirm these results. 

 

Fig. 1. Screenshot of our BASE implementation.  The steps of spot filtering can be visualized 

 

Fig. 2. One of our pipeline steps. Lowess normalization process; the panel on the left shows the 
normalized data output resulting from the raw input data on the right. “Femea/macho” indicates 
comparison between female/male gene expression 
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To facilitate further data integration of microarray results with genomic informa-
tion, we have implemented the Generic Genome Browser. This browser allows the 
user to scroll and zoom in different regions of the genome, search for a specific land-
mark and perform a full search of all features, as well as enable and disable the visu-
alization of some tracks. Some of the tracks implemented are the mapping of our S. 
mansoni EST reads to genomic sequence, BLASTX results of similarity searches 
against other species, low complexity regions, GC content and the sequence itself. Al-
though the S. mansoni genome sequence is not fully determined yet, we have used a 
preliminary assembly obtained at the Sanger Institute FTP site [9] in which the ge-
nome is still fragmented into 70,714 contigs (Jan 14, 2005 release). As an example, 
this browser permits us to visualize the differentially expressed genes identified in our 
microarray and to analyze them in a genomic context, checking if any of them over-
laps with the low complexity regions, compare to gene predictions, 3´ and 5´ UTR 
etc. These analyses steps are essential to obtain a detailed picture of the differentially 
expressed genes for further elucidation of their functions. A screenshot of our Ge-
nome Browser implementation can be seen in figure 3. 

 

Fig. 3. Screenshot of our Generic Genome Browser implementation for S. mansoni genome 
visualization. Here we can see the EBI assembly track, the low complexity regions and GC 
content 
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Abstract

The complex molecular systems involved in the process of sex-differentiation and fertility in Schistosoma mansoni have not yet been completely
described. Using a 4608-element cDNA microarray, we have now determined 90 and 139 genes with significantly (q-value ≤ 0.06) higher expression
levels in adult males and females, respectively. Eight out of eleven (73%) selected transcripts had their differential expression levels validated
by real-time RT-PCR. One of these transcripts was extended by RT-PCR and was shown to span the intronic region between exons 9 and 11 of
the S. mansoni CA150 gene, a transcriptional cofactor known in humans to interact with both RNA polymerase II and the spliceosome complex.
The longer transcript probably represents a novel isoform of S. mansoni CA150. Additionally, we obtained full-length sequences for three other
isoforms of the SmCA150 gene, coding for proteins of different lengths and domain compositions. Semi-quantitative RT-PCR showed different
expression ratios among these isoforms between male and female. Due to the role of CA150 in RNA transcription and processing, we hypothesize
that these differential expression events may be important in the generation and maintenance of the different phenotypes between male and female.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Schistosoma mansoni; Gene expression; Alternative splicing; CA150 gene; Transcriptional cofactor

1. Introduction

Schistosoma mansoni, a digenetic platyhelminth trematode is
the primary causative agent of schistosomiasis in humans, and
an important factor of morbidity in the world. The disease is
endemic in 74 developing countries infecting about 200 million
individuals, and it is estimated that an additional 500–600 mil-
lion are at risk [1]. There is only one effective drug against schis-
tosomiasis, praziquantel a heterocyclic pyrazino-isoquinolone.
Despite the high efficacy of such treatment, concerns have been
raised about emergence of drug resistance, because resistant
strains have been isolated from certain field locations [2].

Description of signaling and/or regulatory systems related
to gender differentiation is of interest since they are expected
to affect oviposition, which is essential for propagation of the
parasite and major symptoms in schistosomiasis are related to
deposition of eggs in the liver. It is also known that contact

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +55 11 3091 2173; fax: +55 11 3091 2186.
E-mail address: verjo@iq.usp.br (S. Verjovski-Almeida).

between male and female is essential for full development of
the female [3–5], indicating that a sex-related system influences
development of the parasite. A vaccine that inhibits both devel-
opment and fertility of schistosomes would be useful since it
should reduce both morbidity and mortality in the human popu-
lation; it would also stall the transmission of the disease, as fecal
egg count would decrease significantly [6,7]. Therefore, identi-
fying genes involved in sex-related processes may point out new
targets for chemotherapy or vaccine development and permit a
further understanding of S. mansoni biology. Moreover, schis-
tosomes are one of the simplest dioecious organisms, and the
study of sex-differentiation in schistosomes may contain clues
for understanding the evolution of this process.

Recent studies have focused on gender-associated gene
expression using the microarray technology [8,9], increasing
several fold the list of gender-associated gene transcripts and
contributing to the understanding of sexual differences in S.
mansoni. However, both studies used microarrays that were
designed using a limited dataset of transcripts, which did not
include the recently obtained data from large scale sequencing
of the S. mansoni transcriptome [10]. The latter increased by

0166-6851/$ – see front matter © 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.molbiopara.2006.07.002
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10-fold the number of available ESTs in the public database
and permitted an estimated sampling of 92% of S. mansoni
genes. Indeed, the mechanisms of sex-differentiation and fer-
tility remain incompletely described, and the identification of
new candidate systems involved in such processes is warranted.

CA150 (or TCERG-1, transcription elongation regulator 1)
is a transcriptional cofactor that contains conserved motifs char-
acteristic of signaling proteins, including three WW and six FF
domains [11]. It was first described as a cofactor of human RNA
polymerase II (RNAPII) that is involved in Tat-dependent HIV-1
transcriptional activation [11,12]. It was shown later that human
CA150 interacts directly with elongation competent RNAPII
by binding its hyperphosphorylated C-terminal repeat domain
(CTD) through CA150 six FF domains [13]. Moreover, the WW
domains of CA150 were shown to bind splicing factor 1 protein
[14] and mass-spectrometry analysis detected human CA150 in
purified spliceosomes [15,16], suggesting that this protein may
bridge splicing complexes to actively transcribing RNAPII. In
fact, influence of human CA150 in alternative splice events was
shown with in vitro and in vivo assays [17].

In this work, we describe different transcripts of the
SmCA150 gene. Using a microarray platform, we detected a
gender-biased expression of a transcript that we initially thought
to be located in the intron of CA150 gene. Subsequently, we
detected four different splicing forms of SmCA150, including
one that displays complete retention of introns 9 and 10, another
with an exon skipping and two with alternative exon usage. Dif-
ferential expression between genders was detected for two of
the isoforms. Given the important role of the CA150 protein in
both transcription and splicing, we hypothesize that generation
of such different isoforms may have a significant impact in S.
mansoni sex-differentiation processes.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. mRNA extraction and cDNA synthesis

Adult parasites were obtained from portal perfusion of ham-
sters 7–8 weeks after infection. Worms were conserved in
RNAlater (Ambion) according to the manufacturer instructions.
Materials from three perfusions performed at different dates
were pooled, and male and female parasites were separated man-
ually. A second biological replicate sample was prepared with
the same procedure, using material from three other independent
perfusions. Extractions of mRNA were performed with MAC
magnetic beads isolation kits (Miltenyi Biotec) using approxi-
mately 300 mg of worm tissue. Approximately 15 �g of mRNA
was obtained per extraction.

2.2. Construction of a microarray platform and
hybridization

We have constructed a 9216-element microarray (4608
unique elements in duplicate) using EST clones from a large
scale sequencing of the S. mansoni transcriptome [10]. We used
the assembly of S. mansoni ESTs produced by this large-scale
project (available at http://bioinfo.iq.usp.br/schisto/) for data

mining and selection of relevant transcripts to be spotted. After
sorting out the transcripts of interest (see below), we selected
for each transcript the 3′-most clone from its cluster. These
clones were amplified using PCR in combination with universal
primers designed from the cloning site vector sequences flank-
ing the inserts. PCR products were purified using MultiScreen
PCR 96 filter plate (Millipore), following manufacturer instruc-
tions. Successful amplification and purification of products were
verified by agarose gel electrophoresis stained with ethidium
bromide. Purified products eluted in 50 mM phosphate buffer
pH 8.0 were spotted on type 7-star glass slides (GE Healthcare),
using a Generation III Microarray System (GE Healthcare).

A non-redundant set of 4088 probes representing different
SmAEs [10] plus positive and negative controls was selected
for array construction, using both manual and automatic meth-
ods. We selected and mannually curated 1104 probes, each
one representing a gene with a biological function of interest
as determined by comparing the translated S. mansoni EST
contig sequences (using the BLASTx tool and a cut-off E-
value of 10−10) to the GenBank protein database and the gene
ontology (GO) annotation bank. Among these, there are probes
representing 290 genes involved in protein and amino acid
metabolism, 50 in carbohydrate metabolism, 5 in RNAi, 20 in
iron metabolism, 10 in purine and pyrimidine metabolism, 40
in lipid metabolism, 50 in DNA repair, 70 in transporters, 45 in
cellular adhesion, 15 in apoptosis, 70 in cell cycle, 30 in protein
processing and 150 in signaling processes and receptors. We
also selected 696 probes automatically from genes coding for
S. mansoni orthologs (among them 241 annotated as hypotheti-
cal or unknown). Selection criteria were: (1) a BLASTx search
in GenBank (cut-off E-value 10−10) shows that they match to
proteins of other organisms; (2) no GO terms associated; (3) the
sequence comes from a SmAE contig (not a singlet); (4) best hit
must not be a bacterial protein. In addition, there are 1155 probes
for Schistosoma gene transcripts with the highest protein-coding
scores as determined by ESTscan [18] but no-match by BLASTx
search against GenBank, which probably code for proteins of yet
unknown function, and 1133 probes for Schistosoma genes with-
out protein-coding potential and no-match by BLASTx search
against GenBank. The last line of each of 12 subarrays contained
a set of Lucidea Universal scorecard controls (GE Healthcare),
which include 2 negative controls per set, totalizing 48 negative
control spots per slide that were later used as a cutoff value for
filtering out low intensity gene signals. Each probe in the array
is spotted in duplicate, at the left and right halves of the slide,
totalizing 9216 spots per slide. The microarray platform design
along with gene annotation names and MIAME compliant data
were deposited at NCBI gene expression omnibus (GEO) under
accession numbers GPL3929 and GSE5233, respectively.

Using this resource, we performed experiments to measure
genes differentially expressed between male and female adult
worms of S. mansoni. Male and female fluorescently labeled
cDNA targets were generated using Superscript-plus indirect
cDNA labeling system (Invitrogen), according to the manufac-
turer instructions. In order to ensure the uniformity of data all
experiments were performed using slides from the same printing
batch and dyes from the same lot; the same washing protocol was
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used and immediately after washing we scanned the slides using
the same parameters. Male or female cDNAs were labeled with
Cy3 fluorophore, and each was separately hybridized to a slide,
using the One-color cDNA Microarray approach as suggested
by Peixoto et al. [19]. Data was extracted using theArrayVision
program. In a set of pilot experiments we used either Cy3 or Cy5
labeling and average spot signal to noise ratio was obtained from
data for all spots in the array and their corresponding local back-
ground. We determined that Cy3 data gave a 25% higher signal
to noise ratio when compared to Cy5; we therefore decided to
use Cy3 fluorophore for the experiments described here. We
performed a technical replica experiment for one RNA sam-
ple and a biological replica experiment utilizing another RNA
sample, totalizing six different replicated data values for each
spotted clone. Low intensity data points below the average plus
2 standard deviations of the negative control signal were filtered
out. Data intensity from each array was normalized by a factor
proportional to the total intensity of the slide [20], excluding pos-
itive and negative external controls. On average we have applied
a 17% correction to the samples (i.e. an average 1.17-fold dif-
ference among datasets). Statistical analysis with the resulting
normalized intensities was performed with the statistical analy-
sis of microarrays (SAM) approach [21].

2.3. RT-PCR of full-length clones of CA150

The 200 ng of mRNA from either male or female adult worms
were treated with 5 U of RQ1 RNAse-free DNAse (Promega)
for 30 min at 37 ◦C. Reverse transcription was performed with
50 units of Superscript II (Invitrogen) and 0.5 �g poly-dT primer
in 20 �l volume for 60 min at 42 ◦C. The PCR step was per-
formed with Advantage II polymerase (Clontech) with buffer
supplied by the manufacturer, 1 �l of reverse transcription
reaction and 200 nM of each primer using the following pro-
gram: 95 ◦C (1 min); 40 cycles of 95 ◦C (30 s), 57 ◦C (30 s),
and 68 ◦C (5 min); final extension of 68 ◦C (5 min). Products
were cloned into pGem-T vector (Promega) and stocked in TB-
ampicillin. Further screening was performed by colony PCR
using Biolase DNA polymerase (Bioline), 10 pmol of each spe-
cific internal primer and the following cycling: 94 ◦C (5 min),
plus 40 cycles of 94 ◦C (30 s), 57 ◦C (45 s), 72 ◦C (1 min) and
a final extension of 72 ◦C for 5 min. Selected clones were
sequenced and the resulting sequences of SmCA150 isoforms
1–3 have been deposited in GenBank with accession num-
bers AM269755–AM269757. Additionally, SmCA150 isoform
4 partial sequence has been reconstructed from public EST
sequences and has been deposited as a third party annotation at
GenBank with accession numbers BN000956 and BN000962.

2.4. RT-PCR of the intronic transcript

The 500 ng of mRNA from either male or female adult worms
were treated with 5 U of RQ1 RNAse-free DNAse (Promega).
Reverse transcription was performed with 50 units of Super-
script II (Invitrogen) and 500 nM specific primer in 20 �l volume
for 60 min at 42 ◦C. A parallel control reaction was carried out
with addition of all components except for the reverse transcrip-

tase. The PCR step was performed with Advantage II polymerase
(Clontech) with buffer supplied by the manufacturer, 1 �l of
reverse transcription reaction and 200 nM of each primer using
the following program: 95 ◦C (1 min); 40 cycles of 95 ◦C (30 s),
57 ◦C (30 s), 68 ◦C (3 min); final extension of 68 ◦C (5 min).

2.5. Semi-quantitative RT-PCR

The 500 ng of mRNA from either male or female adult worms
were treated with 5 U of RQ1 RNAse-free DNAse (Promega).
Reverse transcription was performed with 50 units of Super-
script II (Invitrogen) and 0.5 �g poly-dT primer for 60 min at
42 ◦C. PCR was performed in a total volume of 50 �l using Bio-
lase DNA polymerase (Bioline), 10 pmol of each specific primer
and the following cycling: 94 ◦C (5 min), plus the indicated num-
ber of cycles of 94 ◦C (30 s), 57 ◦C (45 s), 72 ◦C (1 min). The
amount of cDNA utilized as template in the PCR reaction was
normalized by the amplification of alpha-tubulin message. A
separate sample was used for each of 5 data points with the
indicated number of cycles (25, 28, 30, 32 and 35 cycles for
SmCA150, or 20, 22, 25, 28 and 30 for alpha-tubulin), i.e. each
sample was derived from an independent PCR reaction rather
than being an aliquot of the same reaction sampled at different
cycle points. A 2.5-�l aliquot of each PCR sample was sub-
jected to electrophoresis in a 1.2% agarose gel and transferred
to a nylon membrane. Amplicons were detected by hybridiza-
tion of the membrane with a radiolabeled probe specific for
each gene, followed by autoradiography with a storage phosphor
screen (molecular dynamics) and read using a STORM appara-
tus (molecular dynamics). Quantification of band volumes was
performed in the tiff image of hybridization using the ImageMas-
ter TotalLab program (Amersham Biosciences), with rectangles
of the same size for each band. A ratio between the band vol-
umes (isoform 3/isoform2) was calculated for each of 3 samples
(30, 32 and 35 cycles) and the average ratio and deviation was
calculated using the three independent data points. p values were
determined using Student’s t-test for comparing male and female
average ratios.

2.6. Real-time RT-PCR

Male or female RNA (500 ng) treated with DNAse as
described above was used as template for reverse transcrip-
tion with 100 ng degenerate hexamer primers and 50 units of
Superscript II (Invitrogen) reverse transcriptase for 2 min at
25 ◦C followed by 60 min at 42 ◦C. A parallel control reac-
tion was made with addition of all components, except for the
reverse transcriptase. Each resulting cDNA sample was assayed
by real-time PCR in triplicate reactions using gene-specific
primers that were designed with the Primer Express program
(V2.0) with default parameters (Applied Biosystems). Clones
used as probes of genes selected for validation by real-time
were resequenced for identity confirmation and the resulting
sequence was used for primer design. Reactions were carried out
with SybrGreen PCR core reagent (Applied Biosystems) for 40
cycles in a volume of 20 �l and according to the manufacturer’s
instructions using the GenAmp 5700 sequence detector (Applied
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Biosystems). p values were determined using Student’s t-
test.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Detection of gender-biased expressed transcripts

Male and female gene expression profiles were measured
using a one-color microarray assay in a total of three experi-
ments each, including one technical and one biological replicate,
performed as described in Section 2. The resulting normal-
ized intensities data were compared and subjected to statis-
tical analysis of significance performed with the significance
analysis of microarrays (SAM) approach [21]. A total of 90
genes (Supplementary Table 1) were identified with significantly
higher expression levels in males and 139 genes (Supplementary
Table 2) with significantly higher expression levels in females
(statistical significancies q = 0.009–0.063) (Fig. 1A). Of these
genes, 139 have a defined or postulated function (by direct func-
tional assays with S. mansoni in the literature or by similarity
to orthologs whose functions have been studied) and 90 do not
have any identifiable function. Many of these genes are differ-
ent from those previously identified by microarray analyses [8,9]
and may contain a clue to systems responsible for the mainte-
nance of fertility in females.

Based on the putative annotation names, we have been able
to identify five genes in our list (two from male and three from
female) that have a similar pattern of differential expression
as previously described [8,9]. The only apparent discrepancy
was found for sterol-O-acyltransferase (a male biased expression
in this report and a female biased expression reported in [9]).
However, it should be noted that the cDNA probe used in our
microarray is derived from a different portion of the sterol-O-
acyltransferase gene as the one used by Fitzpatrick et al. [9]
to design their oligonucleotide probe. Therefore, the opposite
results might reflect either an alternative splicing event or a non-
specific cross hybridization artifact. It should be noted that at
present the number of genes that might be common among the
available studies is underestimated, because several of the genes
described as differentially expressed between genders have not
yet been assigned a putative function and therefore can not be
compared in the absence of annotation names.

S. mansoni genes were automatically annotated with gene
ontology (GO) terminology [22] using the GOblet server [23].
The Ontologizer program [24] was used for highlighting gene
ontologies that are significantly over-represented (Table 1) in
the set of genes differentially expressed between genders. It
is possible to note that male adult worms tend to have higher
expression of genes related to muscle development than females,
as previously described [8]. Interestingly, female adults show
a higher expression of genes coding for structural compo-
nents of ribosomes. Hoffmann et al. [8] have described the
overexpression of a gene coding for a L60 ribosomal protein
L12 subunit in females. Our results show six additional ribo-
somal proteins highly expressed in females and a translation
initiation factor. A possible explanation for this overexpres-
sion of structural components of ribosomes is the requirement

Fig. 1. Genes identified as differentially expressed between male and female
adult Schistosoma mansoni worms. (A) Heat map representing genes identified
as significantly (q-value ≤ 0.063) higher in males (90 genes) or females (139
genes). Each line represents one gene and each two adjacent columns represent
replicas of one experiment, as indicated at the bottom of the panel. Expression
levels of genes are represented by the number of standard deviations above (red)
or below (green) the average value for that gene across all samples. Gray boxes
indicate low intensity values, below the threshold of the negative controls,
which were excluded from the statistical analysis. (B) Validation of genes
with gender-biased expression in S. mansoni, using real-time RT-PCR. Fold
change was calculated by comparing the Ct value for each gene to Ct values
for alpha-tubulin (internal standard). Graph displays the log2 of the detected
fold change; positive values indicate a higher expression in males and negative
values a higher expression in females. In panel B, statistical significance is
indicated as *p < 0.05 or **p = 0.06.
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Table 1
Significantly enriched GO categories (E-value ≤ 0.05) in genes with higher expression in female or male adult Schistosoma mansoni

GO Counts E-value

Female
Biological process

SRP-dependent cotranslational protein-membrane targeting GO:0006614 2 3.18 × 10−3

Ras protein signal transduction GO:0007265 3 2.56 × 10−3

Epidermal growth factor receptor signaling pathway GO:0007173 2 0.01
Cotranslational protein-membrane targeting GO:0006613 2 0.02
Protein-membrane targeting GO:0006612 2 0.03
Protein-ER targeting GO:0045047 2 0.03
Cellular lipid metabolism GO:0044255 4 0.05
Small GTPase mediated signal transduction GO:0007264 4 0.05

Molecular function
Inositol-trisphosphate 3-kinase activity GO:0008440 2 1.08 × 10−3

Serine-type endopeptidase inhibitor activity GO:0004867 2 0.01
Structural constituent of ribosome GO:0003735 7 0.01

Male
Biological process

Muscle development GO:0007517 3 0.03
ER to golgi transport GO:0006888 2 0.04

of large amounts of protein for production of eggs by the
female.

Several messages coding for proteins related to RAS pro-
tein signal transduction are also highly expressed in females.
It is worth noting that one of these deduced proteins is simi-
lar to a Rho GDP-dissociation inhibitor 1 protein being 38%
identical and 59% similar over 194 amino acids (95% coverage)
to human Rho GDP-dissociation inhibitor 1 (accession number
NP 004300.1) in a BLASTx alignment. It has been described
that overexpression of Rho GDP-dissociation inhibitor 1 leads
to disruption of actin cytoskeleton in human keratinocytes [25]
and to repression of transcription of muscle-specific genes [26].
It is tempting to hypothesize that the higher expression levels
of this gene in female is one of the mechanisms responsible for
the lower levels of transcription of messages coding for genes
related to muscle development in S. mansoni females when com-
pared to males (Fig. 1A and [8]).

Real-time RT-PCR was used as an independent method
(Fig. 1B) to confirm the differential expression of some of the
genes detected in the microarray analysis. Specific primers were
designed for 11 genes based on the microarray probe sequence.
Alpha-tubulin was used as an internal standard for these exper-
iments as no significant variation in the expression of this gene
was detected by semi-quantitative RT-PCR experiments between
male and female [8,9] and in our microarray experiments, in
which 12 replicate probes for this gene were spotted, one in each
subarray (data not shown). Real-time RT-PCR allowed the con-
firmation of eight differentially expressed genes, being two with
higher expression in males and six in females (Fig. 1B). These
assays gave a first estimate of the level of false positives (27%)
in our dataset. Further independent validation of the cDNA
microarray results is required prior to more advanced gene-
specific studies on any of the genes from the lists reported here.

Among the transcripts with differential expression vali-
dated by real-time RT-PCR, one (SmAE 607687.1) did not

present any evident coding region as analyzed by ESTscan
[18]. Mapping it to the S. mansoni genome sequence
data available at the Welcome Trust Sanger Center (ftp://
ftp.sanger.ac.uk/pub/pathogens/Schistosoma/mansoni/genome)
showed that this sequence mapped to the intron of a transcript
coding for a protein similar to human CA150 protein, which
is a transcriptional factor that regulates the activity of RNA
polymerase II [12].

3.2. SmCA150 gene displays different isoforms

S. mansoni EST data from GenBank assembled together with
our EST data permitted deduction of the full-length mRNA mes-
sage for SmCA150 gene and suggested that at least two different
isoforms exist, one with an extra exon (data not shown). In order
to obtain a better characterization of this gene, we performed an
RT-PCR reaction using adult worm mRNA as template with
primers designed for the 5′- and 3′-end based on the sequence
information obtained from the ESTs assembly. This resulted in
the amplification of a single band of approximately 4 kbp, appar-
ently containing the entire coding region of SmCA150 (data
not shown). This band was purified, cloned in p-Gem vector
and 40 different resulting clones were picked for further screen-
ing by PCR, using primers designed for distinguishing each of
the two putative isoforms originally predicted by the in silico
EST assembly (see above). A total of 37 of these clones pro-
duced a PCR band of approximately 300 bp, as expected for the
isoform with one exon skipping, whereas 2 of these clones dis-
played an amplification product of 400 bp, compatible with a
longer isoform. Unexpectedly, there seemed to be a third iso-
form, revealed by one last clone which yielded a PCR product
of 450 bp (data not shown). The higher fraction of clones for
the shorter isoform (37/40) suggested that it was more abun-
dantly expressed than the other two. One clone representing each
amplification pattern was selected and fully sequenced. Map-
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Fig. 2. Characterization of different isoforms of SmCA150. (A) Schematic representation of three cloned mRNA isoforms for SmCA150 gene. All elements except
for the primers are represented in scale. The gray bar represents the genomic sequence. Black bars represent mapped exons for each isoform and thin lines indicate
introns. Above each exon its respective number is displayed, except for exons 13–15, for which a range is displayed. Arrowheads represent the primers used for
screening of clones by PCR and for the semi-quantitative RT-PCR experiments of panel C. (B) Schematic representation of the protein product from each isoform.
Dark gray ellipses represent conserved motifs characteristic of CA150 proteins. Numbers indicate amino acids of each protein. The detail shows the deduced protein
sequence alignment for the carboxy-terminal amino acids of isoforms 2 and 3 and the corresponding amino acids in the middle of the sequence of isoform 1.
Shading indicates the level of conservation of each residue. (C) Semi-quantitative RT-PCR of SmCA150 multiple isoforms. One single set of primers was used to
simultaneously amplify all three isoforms of SmCA150 and aliquots from different PCR cycles were analyzed. The numbers above each lane represent the number
of PCR cycles to which the sample was submitted. Amplification of alpha-tubulin was used as a reference in order to normalize the initial amount of template cDNA
used in the PCR. Average ratio between the volume of bands from isoforms 3 and 2 was calculated with the ImageMaster TotalLab software (Amersham Biosciences)
using data from cycles 30, 32 and 35.

ping of these sequences to the S. mansoni genomic sequence
obtained from the Welcome Trust Sanger Center (Assembly-
v3.0) indicates that all three isoforms are identical in structure
(Fig. 2A) except for the 10th exon that is absent in isoform
1 and is variable in size and sequence for isoforms 2 and
3.

Translation of the three messages shows that the alternative
splicing produces truncated proteins for isoforms 2 and 3, dif-
fering only by three amino acids at their carboxy-terminal end
(Fig. 2B). Note that the ninth exon which is common to the
three isoforms codes for the amino acids REKEK at its 3′-end

(it splices just after the AAG coding for the lysine residue).
Thus, the 10th exon of isoforms 2 and 3 contributes only with
two and three amino acids, respectively, since truncation of the
protein occurs just at the 5′-end of exon 10. This region corre-
sponds to the beginning of the third FF domain, which is coded
by exon 11 in isoform 1, from amino acids 1002 to 1057 in the
longer deduced protein (Fig. 2B). In addition to those differing
amino acids at their carboxy-terminal end, the protein coded for
each clone differs from the others on average only by 5 amino
acids out of 1005, possibly reflecting a few individual SNPs or
mutations generated during the PCR amplification step. In fact,
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it is possible to note in Fig. 2B a substitution of a leucine for a
phenylalanine in isoform 2, both amino acids with hydrophobic
side chain groups.

BLASTp search against the nr database at NCBI using as
query the 1312 amino acids sequence for the longest protein
product of isoform 1 results in a first hit (E-value 0.0) with a pro-
tein of undetermined function with 434 amino acids from Schis-
tosoma japonicum (AAW27390.1). This alignment is restricted
only to the carboxy-terminal portion of the S. mansoni protein,
suggesting that the message from which S. japonicum protein
was deduced was incomplete at its 5′-end. In the second hit,
the S. mansoni deduced protein sequence aligns almost entirely
(1067 out of 1100 amino acids, 97% coverage) with a Mus mus-
culus transcription elongation regulator 1 (CA150) with high
significance (E-value = 10−171), displaying 35% identity and
48% similarity. This high level of similarity permits to anno-
tate the protein product of the S. mansoni gene as a SmCA150
transcription factor.

All three SmCA150 protein products have WW and FF
domains characteristic for CA150 proteins. The products of iso-
forms 2 and 3, being truncated at their carboxy-terminus, display
only two FF domains, while isoform 1 has six FF domains as
usually found in these proteins. It has been described that FF
domains are important for interaction of CA150 with transcrip-
tion and splicing factors, and that multiple weak interactions of
the FF domains to partner proteins do occur in an equivalent and
non-cooperative manner [27]. This suggests that isoforms 2 and

3 may probably be capable to interact with other transcriptional
factors, but with a significantly decreased affinity than isoform
1. In fact, in vitro GST pull down experiments, with constructs
containing six or two FF domains from murine CA150 showed
that the first construct was able to precipitate more proteins than
the latter [27]. Although there is little difference between the
protein products of SmCA150 isoforms 2 and 3, the variation in
their mRNA message may possibly affect the mRNA stability
or its translation rate.

A semi-quantitative RT-PCR assay using male or female
cDNA as template was performed (Fig. 2C) with primers on
exons 9 and 11, designed for amplification of the region con-
taining the extra exon. This experiment permitted the detection
of three different bands, which were further sequenced and con-
firmed as part of SmCA150. The shorter isoform is amplified
at earlier PCR cycles than the other two (Fig. 2C) suggesting
that it is more abundantly expressed. Furthermore, the pattern
of amplification of the two remaining isoforms 2 and 3 appear
to be almost identical in male, while isoform 2 in females
produces a stronger amplification product than isoform 3. In
fact, densitometry of bands shows that the ratio between the
band volumes (isoform 3/isoform2) in males is approximately
0.80 ± 0.01 (average and deviation calculated with data from
cycles 30, 32 and 35), whereas in females it is 0.56 ± 0.04, indi-
cating that there is a significant change (p-value = 0.0005) in the
proportion of these two isoforms when comparing females to
males.

Fig. 3. Characterization of SmCA150 intron retention. (A) Long gray bar represents the relevant portion of the genomic sequence from supercontig 0000103. Short
black boxes joined by thin lines are the schematic representation of the genomic mapping of exons 9, 10a, 10b and 11 of the three cloned mRNA isoforms for
SmCA150 gene presented in Fig. 2. Short black bars below the mapped isoforms represent unspliced ESTs from GenBank mapped in this region. Short gray bar
indicates the clone used as probe in the microarray. Arrowheads represent the primers used for amplification of the intronic transcripts presented in panels B and
C. Long black bar represents mapping of the retained introns 9 and 10 of isoform 4. All elements except for the primers are represented in scale. (B) Agarose gel
electrophoresis of RT-PCR product for the 5′-end of the intronic portion of isoform 4 transcript. PCR was performed with primers 1 and 3 indicated in panel A; the
expected size for a spliceless isoform 4 transcript was 1742 base pairs. (C) Agarose gel electrophoresis of RT-PCR product for the 3′-end of the intronic portion of
isoform 4 transcript. PCR was performed with primers 2 and 4 indicated in panel A; the expect size for a spliceless isoform 4 transcript was 2797 base pairs. In B and
C, lanes marked (+) indicate that PCR was performed with template cDNA synthesized using an RNA sample and primer 5 in the presence of reverse transcriptase.
Lanes marked (−) indicate a negative control where PCR was performed with an RNA sample incubated with primer 5 but no reverse transcriptase, to control for
the absence of genomic DNA contamination.
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3.3. Characterization of a gender-biased intron retention
event of the CA150 gene

We performed a BLASTn search against the database of
S. mansoni ESTs at GenBank, using as query the full-length
genomic DNA sequence of SmCA150 gene (deduced from map-
ping of our isoform 1 cDNA to the Welcome Trust Sanger Center
S. mansoni genome data Assembly-v3.0). This search retrieved
several unspliced ESTs that map between the 9th and 11th exons
of SmCA150 (Fig. 3A), including the clone used as probe in
the microarray. These 17 ESTs were produced from miracidia,
eggs, cercariae, schistosomula and adult worms, indicating that
this transcript is consistently expressed in several stages. More-
over, one of the ESTs (accession number BF936654.1) is derived
from the 5′-end of a cDNA from a poly-dT primed cDNA library
indicating that this transcript is in the same sense orientation as
that of the SmCA150 gene. Most of the unspliced ESTs mapped
to SmCA150 genomic locus are located at the intronic region
between exons 9 and 11 (data not shown). This bias argues
against a genomic contamination in these EST clones, because
in that case a random distribution of ESTs along all intronic gene
sequence regions would be expected.

The identified ESTs cover almost the entire extension of the
intron between exons 9 and 11, with only two small gaps between
the EST clusters. This suggests that all these ESTs were derived
from only one continuous transcript. RT-PCR reactions were per-
formed with two pairs of primers (primers 1/3 and 2/4) designed
to produce PCR amplicons that together span nearly the entire
intron length (Fig. 3A), using primer 5 for reverse transcription.
The RT-PCR reactions yielded large-size products (Fig. 3B),
corresponding to the expected sizes for a spliceless transcrip-
tion. Similar amplifications were obtained using male or female
cDNA as template (Fig. 3B); in contrast no PCR amplicon was
generated in control reactions with no-RT (Fig. 3B), confirming
that the PCR products are derived from templates generated by
reverse transcription of an authentic mRNA molecule.

The obtained data suggests the existence of isoform 4, a very
long transcript of SmCA150 displaying retention of the entire
intronic region between exons 9 and 11. ORF-finder predicts
that isoform 4 would code for a 1014 amino acids truncated
protein. The cDNA product corresponding to isoform 4 was not
amplified either in our initial PCR to detect full-length clones
(see above) or in the semi-quantitative PCR (Fig. 2C) probably
due to the very large size of the introns between exons 9 to
11 of SmCA150 (approx. 4 kbp), which impacts negatively on
PCR yield. Microarray data (Fig. 1A) derived from the clone
representing isoform 4 transcript (indicated as a short gray bar
on intron 9 of Fig. 3A) and the real-time RT-PCR data (Fig. 1B)
which was obtained with primers for the same region of the
message (intron 9 of SmCA150) suggest that isoform 4 must be
more expressed in females than in males, thus pointing out to
yet another isoform that may influence gender differentiation.

4. Conclusions

Using a microarray platform constructed with clones from
the “S. mansoni EST genome project” [10], we have been able

to identify several novel genes differentially expressed between
male and female. Among these were 90 transcripts coding for
hypothetical proteins of unknown function that would warrant
further characterization. Several other genes involved in sig-
naling systems could potentially influence the maturation and
differentiation of male and female. Further functional studies
should contribute to the knowledge of molecular differences
between genders in S. mansoni.

The microarray approach also allowed us to detect a tran-
script mapped to the intron of SmCA150 gene displaying a
higher expression in females when compared to males, which
was confirmed by real-time RT-PCR. Data from ESTs and RT-
PCR suggest that this transcript is derived from an isoform with
retention of the whole intronic region between exons 9 and 11,
which we named SmCA150 isoform 4. We were able to show
that SmCA150 displays at least three additional isoforms differ-
ing only in one exon. It is noteworthy that the intronic region
between exons 9 and 11 (Fig. 2A) is significantly longer than
the rest of the introns of SmCA150, suggesting that this intron
may possibly contain regions for regulation of the alternative
splicing.

Two of the deduced protein isoforms described here have
three WW and two FF domains; to our knowledge no CA150
isoform with this domain composition had been previously
described. Humans exhibit two described isoforms of the CA150
gene (alias TCERG1, transcription elongation regulator 1;
Entrez gene GeneID: 10915); the shorter one misses an in-frame
exon near the 5′-end in relation to the other isoform. This results
in a shorter protein without an internal 21 amino acids stretch,
but retaining all WW and FF domains. Mouse CA150 also has
two isoforms, one coding for a protein with six FF domains and
the other with only five FF domains [28].

Interestingly, human and mouse display a TCERG1-like gene
(Entrez gene GeneID: 256536 and 70571) located in a separate
genomic locus from their canonical CA150 gene, and so far only
characterized by in silico mRNA mapping to the genome and by
automated annotation. The human homologue deduced protein
has only one WW and two FF domains detected in a SMART
search for domains, whereas the mouse deduced protein has
only one WW domain. The existence of shorter isoforms of
CA150 in other organisms such as human and mouse indicates
a biological importance of such variation and suggests that the
shorter protein isoform of S. mansoni CA150 may perform a
still unknown function analogous to that from other vertebrates.

The human CA150 protein has been described as a transcrip-
tional cofactor that regulates the activity of RNAPII [12]. It has
also been shown to interact with the spliceosome [16] and influ-
ence the alternative splicing of genes in vitro [17]. Therefore,
any change in its expression pattern may impact significantly
the transcription and alternative splicing of several genes. In that
manner, the differential expression of CA150 isoforms between
S. mansoni genders could generate a cascade effect that may
effectively influence the transcription and differential splicing of
several S. mansoni mRNAs. Therefore, the events of SmCA150
alternative splicing detected in this work may have importance
in the generation and maintenance of the different phenotypes
between male and female. Further studies are warranted to deter-
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mine the exact function of each isoform in S. mansoni and to
determine the impact of the differential expression detected here.

Microarray experiments with Drosophila melanogaster have
shown expression for 41% of probes representing intronic or
intergenic regions, and suggesting that part of these described
introns may, in fact, constitute novel exons of transcripts [29].
This data suggests that, even in an extensively studied organ-
ism such as D. melanogaster, the number of alternative splicing
events and novel genes may be underestimated. Although exten-
sive S. mansoni sequencing data from genome and transcriptome
have been recently produced [10,30], the definition of gene locus
in the genome is still very incomplete. Further accumulation of
sequence data for transcribed messages is desirable in order to
obtain a better description of alternatively spliced transcripts. In
this context, the use of microarrays to highlight new S. mansoni
splicing variants involved in significant biological processes,
such as in the work described here, certainly will help to describe
the complexity of the transcriptome of schistosomes.
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Abstract

Recent advances in the study of Schistosoma mansoni genome and transcriptome have led to a better description of the S. mansoni

gene complement. In this work, we report the design and use of a new S. mansoni 60-mer oligonucleotide microarray platform with
approximately 44,000 probes, based on all publicly available cDNA sequence data for S. mansoni and Schistosoma japonicum. The large
number of probes combined with the extensive sequence annotation available allowed a comprehensive approach, where most of the S.

mansoni transcriptome is represented. Hybridization with adult worm RNA pointed to a set of genes transcriptionally active in this stage
of the parasite’s life cycle. Interestingly, a large proportion (43%) of genes for which transcription was detected in adults is comprised of
‘‘no match’’ genes, i.e. S. mansoni genes with unknown function and no identifiable orthologs in GenBank. Moreover, detection of bi-
directional transcription for 7% of the active ‘‘no match’’ genes in adults leads us to hypothesize a widespread production of antisense
RNA in S. mansoni, with possible regulatory roles.
� 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Index Descriptors and Abbreviations: Schistosoma mansoni; Transcriptome; Adult worms; 44k oligoarray; Bi-directional transcription; Antisense RNA

1. Introduction

Recent advances on Schistosome genomics have led to
considerable progress in understanding of the complex
molecular mechanisms controlling the life cycle of this hel-
minth parasite. Publication of a large-scale sequence data-
base of both Schistosoma mansoni and Schistosoma
japonicum transcriptomes in 2003 provided the first large
repository of Schistosome genes and brought insights into
several aspects of Schistosome biology (Hu et al., 2003;
Verjovski-Almeida et al., 2003). In fact, this repository

contributed to gene discovery, serving as a starting point
for the description of several interesting genes encoding
novel receptors (Agboh et al., 2004; Osman et al., 2006;
Raouf et al., 2005) and enzymes located in the host parasite
interface (DeMarco et al., 2003; Levano-Garcia et al.,
2007), among others, and several transcriptionally active
retrotransposons (DeMarco et al., 2004, 2005). Moreover,
this large repository served as databases for identification
of peptides in proteomic studies (Braschi et al., 2006; van
Balkom et al., 2005), allowing a more comprehensive iden-
tification of proteins in these assays. A large-scale joint
effort to sequence the S. mansoni genome by The Institute
for Genomic Research and the Wellcome Trust Sanger
Institute has been initiated in 2002 (El-Sayed et al.,
2004). The Whole Genome Shotgun sequencing strategy
was employed, generating libraries of different insert sizes
from which approximately 3.5 million reads have been
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obtained. Information generated by the genome project has
also been useful in gene discovery, serving as a starting
point to the description of novel nuclear receptors (Wu
et al., 2006) and DNA transposons (DeMarco et al.,
2006; Feschotte, 2004). In addition, an assembled version
of the S. mansoni genome was recently released to the pub-
lic. In this version, the scaffolding of contigs yields approx-
imately 20,000 supercontigs with a mean size of 20.4 kbp.
By using a combination of gene finding algorithms,
approximately 17,250 full-length genes were predicted
(Wilson et al., 2007). In parallel, the S. japonicum genome
has been sequenced by the Chinese Human Genome Centre
in Shanghai and sequencing of Schistosoma hematobium

genome is planned for the near future (Wilson et al.,
2007). Forthcoming release of these new data in addition
to the available information for S. mansoni will certainly
represent a new invaluable resource for the Schistosome
community.

One of the post-genomic approaches that have been
explored in Schistosomes is the use of microarrays to per-
form large-scale studies of transcription. Several aspects
of Schistosome biology have been investigated using this
technique, including gender specific transcription (DeM-
arco et al., 2006; Fitzpatrick et al., 2004, 2005; Hoffmann
et al., 2002; Moertel et al., 2006), comparisons of expres-
sion between different life stages in the vertebrate (Chai
et al., 2006; Dillon et al., 2006) and invertebrate (Vermeire
et al., 2006) hosts, and influence of pairing in adult worms
(Fitzpatrick and Hoffmann, 2006). All these studies have
yielded lists of genes potentially involved in development
and sex differentiation, providing insights into those pro-
cesses and highlighting new pathways for possible thera-
peutic interventions. Although the pioneering studies
used a limited repertoire of genes for probe selection (Hoff-
mann et al., 2002), more recent work (DeMarco et al.,
2006; Moertel et al., 2006) has been able to employ the lar-
ger repositories of transcript information to generate more
probes for the platforms, allowing for a larger repertoire of
genes to be assayed in each experiment.

The increase in the amount of genomic information
available, and the development of array technology permit-
ting larger numbers of probes to be spotted per array,
allows that nearly all the expected Schistosome gene com-
plement be probed. In the present work, we describe the
design and use of a new oligonucleotide microarray plat-
form with approximately 44,000 probes representing S.
mansoni genes. The large number of probes combined with
the extensive sequence annotation available allowed a com-
prehensive approach, where most of the S. mansoni tran-
scriptome is represented. Hybridization with adult worm
RNA pointed to a set of genes transcriptionally active in
this stage. Moreover, we detected bi-directional transcrip-
tion for several of the genes for which single-strand probes
in both strands have been designed. In fact, four antisense
transcripts have been previously detected in S. mansoni

(Smyth et al., 2003), however, as pointed out by the
authors, Taq DNA polymerase was used to generate dou-

ble-stranded cDNA during the RT-PCR; as a result, the
antisense fragments might have derived from the second
strand (Smyth et al., 2003). Confirmation of the existence
of transcribed antisense mRNAs requires using single-
stranded probes (Smyth et al., 2003), which were used in
the present work. Our results suggest that the production
of antisense RNA in Schistosoma may be as widespread
as described for other organism such as Trypanosoma bru-

cei (Liniger et al., 2001), Plasmodium falciparum (Gunase-
kera et al., 2004), Leishmania (Dumas et al., 2006),
mouse (Chan et al., 2006) and humans (Nakaya et al.,
2007; Yelin et al., 2003).

2. Methods

2.1. Design of the S. mansoni 44k oligoarray

Oligonucleotide single-strand probes were designed for
the set of unique cDNA transcript cluster sequences result-
ing from an assembly of all transcript information for S.

mansoni available at both nr and dbEST databases at Gen-
Bank as of March, 2006. Sequences were filtered for con-
taminants and assembled with the CAP3 program.
Contigs resulting from this assembly were named
C8XXXXX and singlets were named C9XXXXX, where
X represent any digit; a searchable database containing
all resulting contigs and singlets is available at the follow-
ing website: http://verjo18.iq.usp.br/�thiago/Agilent-
schisto/cgi-bin/agilentSearch.pl.

BLASTx searches of the resulting contigs and singlets
were performed against the nr, with a cutoff of 1 · 10�10.
The highest score alignment was used for annotation and
assignment of the coding strand, in which the probe was
designed. Those without significant hits against nr were
annotated as no match, and a pair of single-stranded
probes for both strands was designed.

In order to include possible new S. mansoni genes that
have orthologous expressed sequences in S. japonicum but
have not yet been cloned and sequenced in S. mansoni,
we adopted the following strategy: S. japonicum RNA
sequences from GenBank were assembled and submitted
to a tBLASTx search against our assembled S. mansoni

sequence set, and those with E-value lower than 1 · 10�20

were discarded. The remaining sequences were considered
as S. japonicum transcripts without a corresponding
S. mansoni transcript in the public database, thus being a
candidate for a new S. mansoni gene. In order to obtain
the S. mansoni sequence corresponding to these transcripts,
the S. japonicum sequences were submitted to a BLASTn
search against the S. mansoni genome assembly (version
3), downloaded from the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute.
S. mansoni genomic loci were selected that produced an
alignment with at least 100 bases and had an identity
higher than 70%. Alternatively, tBLASTx was used, and
S. mansoni genomic sequences were selected when they
matched at least two high-scoring segment pairs (HSPs),
each with E-value below 0.005. These conserved regions
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in the S. mansoni genome were subsequently used in the
probe design process.

For each contig or singlet from the assembly (or for the
genomic segments with high similarity to S. japonicum

genes), we selected all 60-mer sequences that satisfied a ser-
ies of conditions that have been established by Agilent
Technologies (Hughes et al., 2001) as follows: probes
should not have 8 or more bases derived from repetitive
regions of the genome or homopolymeric stretches of 7
or more bases (low complexity); and they should have a
GC content of 35–55% and a melting temperature (Tm)
of 68–76 �C. Probes were selected that had 100% match
to their target sequence, which translates into a BLAST
best-match alignment bit-score of 119. In order to reduce
non-specific cross-hybridization, each 60-mer sequence
was searched by BLASTn against the S. mansoni genome
sequence, downloaded from the Wellcome Trust Sanger
Institute. In case that no hits were produced in this first
search, the probes were used in a BLAST search against
the CAP3 assembled mRNA/EST sequences. Those
selected 60-mer sequences were checked for a low probabil-
ity of cross-hybridization to non-specific targets by select-
ing probes for which the BLAST alignment bit-score of
the second-best match was equal to or lower than 42.1.
The selected probes were carried forward to the last step
which consisted of picking the most 3 0 probe for each tar-
get. The bit-score high-end cutoff of 42.1 that was chosen
for the second-best match of each selected probe would
correspond to a non-specific cross-hybridization with a
maximum match of 21 bases with no gaps. This high-end
cutoff level was determined from the bit-scores of the sec-
ond-best hits for all the Agilent-designed commercial
probes for human protein-coding genes included in their
Whole Human Genome Oligo Microarray commercial oli-
goarray platform; it is a conservative cutoff that includes
90% of the Agilent-optimized human probes (Nakaya
et al., 2007). Commercial probes having bit-scores higher
than 42.1 for cross-hybridization second-best matches are
used in the commercial Agilent human oligoarray plat-
forms, because Agilent have tested each of their probes
individually for the absence of cross-hybridization (Hughes
et al., 2001). Since we did not test individual probes, we
opted to use this conservative high-end cutoff parameter
of 42.1 for the S. mansoni custom-designed probes.

A set of 2256 positive- and negative-control Agilent
commercial probes (IS-44290-1-V1_eQC-V1) designed for
the Agilent expression oligoarrays was included. Negative
controls in the oligoarray (1198 Agilent commercial con-
trol probes) included sequences from adenovirus E1A tran-
scripts, synthetically generated mRNAs, Arabidopsis genes
and control probes designed not to hybridize to targets
because of secondary structure. The hybridization and
washing stringency conditions optimized by Agilent
ensured that the raw signal intensities for these negative
controls in our experiments were low (median 13.27 and
1.829 for Cy3 and Cy5 channels, respectively). For each
experiment, the average negative control intensity plus 3

SD was used as a low-limit cutoff to call the expressed
and not-expressed genes. The observed median intensity
of all expressed genes (median 49.87 and 42.58 for Cy3
and Cy5 channels, respectively) was well above the low
limit cutoff.

Our 44k oligoarrays were custom-printed by Agilent
Technologies. All the sequences and annotations as
well as assembly information are available at http://
verjo18.iq.usp.br/�thiago/Agilent-schisto/cgi-bin/agilent
Search.pl.

2.2. GO assignments and enrichment analysis

Gene ontology terms were assigned to genes represented
in the array whenever possible. The annotation was per-
formed automatically by using BLASTx with 1 · 10�10 E-
value cutoff against the GO database (excluding GO
electronic annotations). All assignments were loaded into
a local copy of the GO database, accessible through the
AmiGO browser (http://verjo18.iq.usp.br/amigo_ag/
go.cgi). GO terms enrichment was calculated using the
Ontologizer program (Grossmann et al., 2006; Robinson
et al., 2004) and the p-values were adjusted for multiple
comparisons using the Benjamini–Hochberg method.

2.3. Defining a non-redundant gene set

Considering that some redundancy is expected in our
platform, a computational routine was designed to
address this issue. As a first measure of redundancy, all
the contigs and singlets were submitted to an all versus
all BLASTn and the results were recorded. Two
sequences were considered to belong to the same gene
when their alignment E-value was lower than 10�10. Sub-
sequently, all sequences were submitted to a BLASTx
search against the nr database. The former step addresses
the redundancy between contigs and the second com-
putes the cases where two or more S. mansoni deduced
protein sequences are similar (E-value lower than
10�10) to the same GenBank protein, mostly because of
the fragmentary nature of the ESTs, which compose
the vast majority of our dataset.

During data analysis, the expression data are first sorted
by probe signal intensity level. Then a locally developed
computer routine goes down the list and checks if a similar
contig with a higher expression level has already been iden-
tified, using the pre-processed redundancy information as
described above. The probe with the highest signal for each
gene is recorded. This data-driven approach was designed
to avoid an arbitrary a priori selection of the best probe
to represent a gene.

2.4. Sample labeling and microarray hybridization

procedures

Cy5- and Cy3-labeled cRNA was obtained using 300 ng
total RNA of two independent pools of adult worms as
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template for amplification of poly-A RNA by T7-RNA
polymerase with the Agilent Low RNA Input Fluorescent
Linear Amplification kit. The T7-polymerase amplified
cRNA labeling approach advantageously replaces the
reverse-transcriptase cDNA-labeling used in early micro-
array experiments, because T7-RNA polymerase labeling
of cRNA preserves the strand orientation of the original
mRNA template. Reverse-transcriptase labeling can even-
tually generate a complementary cDNA second strand
and cause artifactual labeling of a target with the opposite
sense to that of the original message. Slides were washed
and processed according to the Agilent 60-mer Oligo
Microarray Processing protocol and scanned on a GenePix
4000B scanner (Molecular Devices). Data were extracted
from the images with ArrayVision 8.0 (Imaging Research
Inc.). Cy5- and Cy3-derived intensity data from the
same sample were corrected for intensity-dependent dye
biases using a LOWESS function implemented in the R
package (www.r-project.org), followed by a 20% trimmed
mean normalization step, thus allowing inter-experiment
comparisons.

2.5. Strand-specific real-time RT-PCR

Total RNA from 42-day-old worms was extracted
with Trizol reagent (Invitrogen), using the recommended
protocol. RNA samples were treated for 1 h at 37 �C
with 2 U of Turbo DNAse (Ambion) for each lg of
RNA. After treatment, samples were purified using
RNAeasy kit (QIAGEN), following the manufacturer
instructions. cDNA templates for orientation specific
real-time RT-PCR were produced using a previously
described protocol (Reis et al., 2004). Three micrograms
of DNAse treated RNA were used for cDNA synthesis,
using 200 U of Super Script III (200 U/ll, Invitrogen)
and 50 pmol of specific primer (primer 1 or 2) in a final
volume of 21 ll. Parallel reverse transcriptions without
primer or Reverse transcriptase were performed as nega-
tive controls. Specific primer pairs (Supplementary Table 1)
were designed by Primer Express Program using default
parameters (Applied Biosystem) and arbitrarily named
primers 1 and 2. Real-time PCRs were run in triplicates
in a volume of 20 ll containing 10 ll of Sybr Green PCR
Master Mix (Applied Biosystem), 10 pmol of each primer
(primer 1 and 2), 0.45 ll of cDNA from reverse transcrip-
tion. Real-time PCR was performed using GeneAmp 5700
Sequence Detector (Applied Biosystem) for 33 cycles
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. PCR prod-
ucts were subjected to electrophoresis in a 3% agarose
gel. p-values were determined for the triplicates using Stu-
dent’s t-test.

2.6. Microarray data public deposition information

All microarray data were deposited in the GEO
public database under Accession Nos. GSE6915 and
GPL4791.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Construction of a 44k S. mansoni oligoarray

The use of a high density 44k microarray platform
allowed us to adopt a comprehensive approach for probe
design, since the number of printable probes represents
2.5–3· the number of 14–17 thousand genes predicted for
S. mansoni (Verjovski-Almeida et al., 2003; Wilson et al.,
2007). In order to allow for the maximum representation
of transcripts, we downloaded all publicly available data
for S. mansoni transcripts from both nr and dbEST dat-
abases at GenBank. Sequences were assembled using the
CAP3 program and the resulting contigs and singlets were
used for probe design as described in Section 2.

We opted to use the 60-mer Agilent oligoarray technol-
ogy to construct the custom-designed array because the
probe characteristics and the hybridization and washing
protocols in this platform have been optimized to attain
reproducible results (Hughes et al., 2001). Therefore, probe
design followed Agilent recommendations with respect to
GC content and Tm, as detailed in Section 2, to ensure a
homogeneous and effective hybridization of fluorescent tar-
gets. In fact, the reproducibility of expression in our exper-
iments was fairly high, as evaluated by the correlation
coefficients obtained for the two-color raw intensities
within each slide and the correlation coefficients of inter-
slide comparisons. These correlation coefficients ranged
from 0.97 to 0.98 for intra-slide and from 0.74 to 0.82 for
inter-slide comparisons.

Use of an oligonucleotide array together with the
T7-RNA polymerase based RNA amplification protocol
provides a strand specific detection of transcripts. How-
ever, this implies that strandedness of the transcript
sequence must be known for the correct probe to be
designed. There were 13,355 contigs or singlets for which
a putative encoded protein could be determined, and there-
fore the protein-coding strand was known; we were able to
design probes for 11,107 of them, representing an efficiency
of 83%.

There were a total of 14,213 ‘‘no match’’ sequences (see
Section 2), for which the coding strand is unknown. We
therefore designed probes for both strands whenever possi-
ble. We have successfully found unique probes for each of
the sense and antisense strands of 13,045 ‘‘no match’’
sequences; for 1168 ‘‘no match’’ sequences a probe for only
one strand was found. Although not every sequence could
successfully be represented by a probe, the overall efficiency
of the probe design process was high (76%).

In addition to the probes designed directly from S. man-

soni genes, we selected S. japonicum transcripts without
correspondence to any sequence in the S. mansoni tran-
scriptome assembly, but with similarity to some genomic
locus in the S. mansoni genome sequence available at the
Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute. In this case, the probes
were designed from the S. mansoni genomic region having
similarity to the S. japonicum transcript, to ensure a homol-
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ogous rather than a heterologous probe. In this case the
sense strand was determined based on the S. japonicum

transcript putative encoded protein when available; other-
wise probes for both strands of the S. mansoni putative
ortholog were designed, when dealing with ‘‘no match’’
S. japonicum transcripts. As a result 3344 additional probes
were designed, representing 2727 putative novel S. mansoni

gene orthologs, that were not represented in the S. mansoni

EST and mRNA GenBank databases.
Due to the fragmented nature of the database used for

the design of probes, some redundancy among the probes
is still expected. One source of redundancy is the result of
two or more non-overlapping EST clusters covering differ-
ent stretches of a possible single gene. Another source is the
result of incomplete or fragmented clustering, arising from
possible EST sequencing errors, possible retention of
introns in immature messages, and possible multiple iso-
forms. These factors were difficult to sort out. We therefore
opted to cross-reference the annotation of all clusters in
our assembled dataset, and to define a non-redundant set
of transcript clusters based on their unique annotation
(see Section 2). As a final result, we obtained 39,342 probes
representing 19,907 different unique genes (Table 1). The
number of predicted unique genes is only 13% higher than
the 17,250 genes predicted for the full gene complement in
the S. mansoni genome (Wilson et al., 2007). Therefore,
although some undetected redundancy may exist in our
platform, it is not expected to be high.

3.2. Exploring the S. mansoni adult worm transcript pool

Adult worm gene expression profile was measured using
two color microarray assays, in a total of two experiments
resulting in four data measurements for each probe. A
probe was considered positive when the measured intensity
was above the average plus three standard deviations of the
measured intensity for negative control probes. We consid-
ered that a probe revealed expression for its corresponding
gene when all 4 replicates were above the low-level cutoff.
Based on this criterion 7927 out of 39,342 valid probes
indicated expression, representing 5798 transcriptionally
active genes in adults out of a universe of 19,907 genes rep-
resented in our platform. This number is very close to the

6263 unique tags representing different transcripts,
obtained by Serial Analysis of Gene Expression (SAGE)
using adult worm cDNA (Verjovski-Almeida et al.,
2003). Analysis of the group of genes transcriptionally
active in adult worms shows that more than half (56%)
of the known genes were transcribed in adults, while only
32% and 20% of the conserved and ‘‘no match’’ genes were
expressed, respectively (Fig. 1). This was expected because
most genes encoding housekeeping proteins are highly
expressed, well studied and display highly conserved
sequence between the species, making their identification
straightforward. Therefore, a fraction of the known genes
must represent housekeeping genes that are expressed
throughout the entire life cycle of S. mansoni. In contrast,
most of ‘‘no match’’ and conserved genes must encode pro-
teins with specialized functions, being expected that only a
fraction of them are active in adult worms. Additionally,
for a fraction (11%) of ‘‘no match’’ genes only one strand
is represented (Table 1), hence it would be expected that
50% of these genes are represented by a probe in the wrong
opposite strand and these probes would not be able to
detect the transcription of the corresponding gene.

It should be noted that due to the nature of mixed sex
infections (generally more male than female adults are
observed upon perfusion), an uneven number of males
and females might be present in each of the two pools of
adult worms that were used for the replicate experiments.
In addition, females have a much higher metabolic rate
than males and it is expected that the level of RNA produc-
tion per individual is higher in females than in males, mak-
ing it difficult to have a balanced and reproducible
representation between male and female RNA messages
in each replicate pool. This would lead to variability of sig-
nal intensity across the four replicate measurements per-
formed here, which might be the cause of some missed
adult gender-associated gene products expressed in the

Table 1
Summary of the 44k S. mansoni oligoarray

Total number of probes 39,343
Probes for genes encoding proteins with known function 6913
Probes for genes encoding conserved proteins with unknown
function

6957

Probes for ‘‘no match’’ genes 25,473
Total number of represented unique genesa 19,907

Genes encoding proteins with known function 3677
Genes encoding conserved proteins with unknown function 3935
‘‘no match’’ genes with probe for one strand 1375
‘‘no match’’ genes with probes for both strands 10,920

a The calculated number of genes represented in the array after
elimination of redundancy as described in Section 2.
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Fig. 1. Schistosoma mansoni genes expressed in adult worms separated by
category. Known function represents S. mansoni genes with annotated GO
terms, Conserved genes are S. mansoni genes with BLASTx hits to
orthologs but without GO terms, and no match represents S. mansoni

genes with unknown function and no orthologs in GenBank. Black bars
indicate the total number of genes represented in the 44k oligoarray
(spotted), and gray bars the number of genes expressed in adult worms
(expressed).
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adult, particularly those that are expressed at levels near
the low-end sensitivity cutoff of the method.

3.3. Gene ontology classification of genes expressed in adults

Using the GO terms attributed to each gene with pre-
dicted function in the array, we performed a computation
of the terms that are enriched in the expressed gene set in
relation to the population of genes represented in the array
(Table 2). Among the enriched GO terms there are some
related with protein synthesis and oxidative phosphoryla-
tion. The presence of such terms was expected, as they rep-
resent essential cellular functions involving genes that
encode a number of different proteins.

As our probes have been designed within a strict set of
values for CG content and Tm, it is expected that the kinet-
ics of hybridization between all probes and their targets
would be very similar. Therefore, it is reasonable to predict
that the intensity of the signal for each probe is roughly
correlated with the abundance of the target RNA. We
selected the 50 genes showing the highest average intensity
values when considering all the experiments (Table 3),
which should represent the most expressed genes in adult

worms. Not surprisingly, several of the most expressed
genes encode structural proteins, ribosomal proteins, heat
shock proteins and proteins of the proteasome.

3.4. Expression of sense–antisense pairs of messages

A large proportion (43%) of genes for which transcrip-
tion was detected in adults is comprised of ‘‘no match’’
genes (Fig. 1 and Table 4); probes for one or both strands
of these genes have been designed. Although some of these
‘‘no match’’ genes may represent 5 0 and 3 0 non-coding
regions of known genes, it is expected that the majority
of these ‘‘no match’’ genes encodes Schistosome specific
proteins of unknown function.

Analysis of the set of ‘‘no match’’ genes for which we
have designed probes for both strands shows that signal
above the cutoff was detected for both probes representing
complementary strands in a considerable fraction (7%) of
the active ‘‘no match’’ genes in adults (Table 4). Since the
design of the microarray and the labeling procedure ensure
that the strand information is preserved in the assay, it is
possible to ascertain that those genomic loci for which both
probes were positive represent a bi-directional transcrip-

Table 2
Enriched GO terms among S. mansoni genes expressed in adult worms

ID Name Adjusted p-value Total count Study count

Cellular component

GO:0031090 Organelle membrane 7.36E�007 319 142
GO:0044429 Mitochondrial part 1.72E�006 242 121
GO:0005840 Ribosome 1.54E�005 173 90
GO:0031975 Envelope 1.65E�005 215 100
GO:0044444 Cytoplasmic part 6.97E�005 1388 499
GO:0043234 Protein complex 8.17E�005 1105 389
GO:0044424 Intracellular part 1.64E�004 3053 952
GO:0031967 Organelle envelope 1.69E�004 215 100
GO:0005622 Intracellular 3.45E�004 3089 959
GO:0005739 Mitochondrion 3.79E�004 488 200
GO:0030529 Ribonucleoprotein complex 6.84E�004 316 134
GO:0044455 Mitochondrial membrane part 0.0028 61 34
GO:0005737 Cytoplasm 0.006454998 1889 638
GO:0015934 Large ribosomal subunit 0.007181034 91 48
GO:0042175 Nuclear envelope-endoplasmic reticulum network 0.017765844 68 32
GO:0044422 Organelle part 0.04219807 1324 433

Molecular function

GO:0003735 Structural constituent of ribosome 7.36E�007 144 73
GO:0015077 Monovalent inorganic cation transporter activity 3.45E�004 45 23
GO:0019001 Guanyl nucleotide binding 0.035441809 64 25

Biological process

GO:0009059 Macromolecule biosynthetic process 1.07E�004 400 160
GO:0044249 Cellular biosynthetic process 1.16E�004 517 202
GO:0006119 Oxidative phosphorylation 1.64E�004 43 25
GO:0045184 Establishment of protein localization 1.69E�004 168 70
GO:0006412 Translation 2.81E�004 283 121
GO:0009058 Biosynthetic process 2.81E�004 567 215
GO:0015031 Protein transport 0.00205 159 65
GO:0008104 Protein localization 0.0107 228 80

Adjusted p-value is the calculated p-value for the enrichment analysis adjusted for multiple comparisons using the Benjamini–Hochberg method.
Total count is the total number of genes present in the 44k oligoarray which have the corresponding GO annotation.
Study count is the total number of genes with the corresponding GO annotation that were detected as transcribed in adult worms.
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tion. Using this dataset, we calculated the sense–antisense
signal intensity ratio; for the pair of probes representing
opposite strands from the same gene locus, we arbitrarily
called the probe with higher intensity as being the sense
probe and the other as antisense. Subsequently, we per-
formed a distribution analysis of these intensity ratio val-
ues for all the 156 ‘‘no match’’ genes with valid signal for
probes on both strands (Fig. 2). It is possible to note that

for most of the genes the sense–antisense intensity ratio lies
in the region 1–3, with a maximum near ratio 1.

In order to confirm the expression of these sense–anti-
sense pairs, we selected 9 ‘‘no match’’ candidate genes with
different expression levels between the two strands
observed in all 4 replicate measurements of the oligoarray.
We performed strand-specific real-time RT-PCR with pairs
of specific primers (which we named 1 and 2) designed for

Table 3
Top 50 most highly expressed genes in adult worms

Probe Contig Class Annotationa Intensity

Q2_P07062 C812345.1 Conserved Eggshell protein 2245.561
Q2_P40373 JAP05338.S Conserved None 1641.268
Q2_P29302 C903424.1 No match None 1148.473
Q2_P27006 C812786.1 No match None 1135.752
Q2_P28562 C902385.1 No match None 938.164
Q2_P40321 JAP04026.S Known gene MGC83152 protein [Xenopus laevis] 803.434
Q2_P27886 C901395.1 No match None 773.918
Q2_P12449 C908554.1 Known gene Nuclear ribonucleoprotein A2/B1 isoform 2 isoform 18 [Bos taurus] 744.022
Q2_P33940 C911708.1 No match None 674.644
Q2_P16658 C917510.1 Known gene Glyceraldehyde phosphate dehydrogenase [Fasciola hepatica] 648.146
Q2_P19435 C802155.1 Known gene Heat shock 90 kDa protein 1, alpha isoform 1 [Homo sapiens] 560.274
Q2_P40715 JAP00636.S Conserved NADH dehydrogenase subunit 1 [Fasciola hepatica] 557.492
Q2_P17622 C920071.1 Known gene Eelongation factor 1 [Schistosoma mansoni] 531.141
Q2_P38863 JAP05506.S Known gene Polyubiquitin 2 [Plasmodiophora brassicae] 520.791
Q2_P17731 C920575.1 Conserved Ribosomal protein S27a [Aedes aegypti] 495.662
Q2_P22461 C806269.1 Known gene 26S protease regulatory subunit 4 (P26s4) [Drosophila melanogaster] 492.253
Q2_P17305 C918995.1 No match None 473.291
Q2_P40727 JAP01512.S Conserved NADH dehydrogenase subunit 4 [Paragonimus westermani] 466.265
Q2_P20951 C804177.1 No match None 443.896
Q2_P39528 JAP04005.C Conserved SJCHGC06883 protein [Schistosoma japonicum] 437.67
Q2_P19561 C802307.1 Known gene Pherophorin-C2 protein precursor [Chlamydomonas reinhardtii] 428.103
Q2_P07490 C812972.1 No match None 414.48
Q2_P20541 C803622.1 Conserved Ribosomal protein rpa6 [Schizosaccharomyces pombe] 405.372
Q2_P26635 C812247.1 No match None 401.633
Q2_P05085 C809309.1 No match None 394.705
Q2_P07661 C813214.1 No match None 393.757
Q2_P35752 C915463.1 Known gene Fibrillin 2 391.333
Q2_P19972 C802829.1 Conserved Hypothetical protein C06H2.2 [Caenorhabditis elegans] 382.591
Q2_P38301 C921042.1 No match None 368.195
Q2_P24626 C809145.1 Known gene Myosin regulatory light chain [Riftia pachyptila] 354.999
Q2_P18515 C800741.1 Known gene Alpha-1 tubulin [Hirudo medicinalis] 353.071
Q2_P19798 C802605.1 Known gene Keap1-prov protein [Xenopus tropicalis] 348.665
Q2_P41085 JAP04005.C Conserved SJCHGC06883 protein [Schistosoma japonicum] 348.647
Q2_P18643 C800907.1 Known gene Acidic ribosomal protein rpA2 [Drosophila melanogaster] 339.147
Q2_P38912 JAP06934.S Conserved None 325.391
Q2_P10630 C904960.1 No match None 320.524
Q2_P03411 C806594.1 Conserved Hypothetical protein GK3462 [Geobacillus kaustophilus] 317.363
Q2_P23547 C807732.1 Conserved Endonuclease-reverse transcriptase [Schistosoma mansoni] 313.432
Q2_P34511 C912810.1 No match None 312.685
Q2_P20643 C803769.1 Known gene Hypothetical protein F33A8.3 [Caenorhabditis elegans] 312.605
Q2_P25864 C811174.1 No match None 311.375
Q2_P19610 C802367.1 Known gene Thioredoxin [Drosophila yakuba] 299.764
Q2_P18473 C800688.1 Known gene Mitochondrial ribosomal protein S9 [Gallus gallus] 289.901
Q2_P35175 C914191.1 No match None 285.073
Q2_P41605 JAP07867.S Known gene Polyubiquitin with 3 Ub domains [Cryptosporidium parvum] 284.335
Q2_P13604 C910817.1 No match None 283.119
Q2_P03481 C806706.1 No match None 277.684
Q2_P06993 C812232.1 Known gene Coiled-coil-helix-coiled-coil-helix domain containing protein 2 [Bos taurus] 271.747
Q2_P00185 C800594.1 Known gene Smc3 protein [Xenopus laevis] 271.201
Q2_P20698 C803850.1 Known gene 14-3-3 Protein [Schistosoma mansoni] 267.115

a Annotation was taken from the best hit in the BLASTx search as described in Section 2, except in the cases where the second and third best hits were
more informative, i.e. they referred to enzyme names as opposed to numbered entries with no functional annotation.
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each of these 9 genes. We performed two different types of
parallel reverse transcription (RT) negative-control reac-
tions: one with no addition of Reverse transcriptase in
the RT reaction step, to ensure that the amplicons were
not derived from eventual genomic DNA contaminant,
and another without addition of primer in the RT reaction
step, to ensure that cDNA were not derived from spurious
priming events that would compromise the strand specific-
ity of the RT reaction (Fig. 3). A third negative control was
included, where no template from the RT reaction step was
added in the PCR step.

We have been able to confirm transcription from both
strands for 8 of the 9 ‘‘no match’’ genes that were studied
(89%). For 6 of the 9 genes (67%) the strand with higher
level of transcription is the same as that identified in the oli-
goarray (Fig. 3). In all of these cases, the transcription in
one of the strands is significantly higher (p-value 6 0.05)
than in the other. In fact, the difference in the transcription
levels between the two strands detected by real-time RT-
PCR is of two orders of magnitude, which contrasts with
the difference in intensity of less than one order of magni-
tude detected in the microarray experiments. This suggests
that the relation between signal intensity in the oligoarray
experiment and transcript abundance is not linear. There-
fore, the ratio of signal intensity between strands in the oli-
goarray assays, although reflecting a difference in gene
expression, could not be used to obtain a direct measure
of difference in sense–antisense transcript abundance. A
wide range of sense–antisense expression ratios (orders of
magnitude) has also been found in other species by
strand-specific real-time RT-PCR (Chan et al., 2006).

Table 4
Summary of transcriptional activity of ‘‘no match’’ genes in adult worms

No match genes 12,295
No match genes with probe for one strand 1375

Transcription detected in adultsa 183
No transcription detected in adultsa 1192

No match genes with probes for the two strands 10,920
Transcription from both strands detected in adultsa 156
Transcription from one strand detected in adultsa 2127
No transcription detected in adultsa 8637

a After filtering redundant probes, as described in Section 2.

Fig. 2. Distribution of sense–antisense expression intensity ratios for the
set of S. mansoni ‘‘no match’’ genes with expression on both strands.
Sense–antisense expression intensity ratios were calculated for each of the
156 ‘‘no match’’ gene locus with expression detected on both strands; the
sense strand was arbitrarily assigned to that strand with the higher
intensity values, when comparing the two probes in the oligoarray
representing the opposite strands of a given locus.

Fig. 3. Detection of bi-directional transcription in S. mansoni ‘‘no match’’ genes. The figure shows strand-specific real-time RT-PCR validation
experiments for 6 ‘‘no match’’ genes transcriptionally active on both strands; each gene is indicated by the respective cluster number (C8XXXXX or
C9XXXXX). Graph on the right shows the sense–antisense expression ratios, as detected by oligoarray signal intensity (dark gray bars) or by strand-
specific real-time RT-PCR (light gray bars); for each ‘‘no match’’ gene locus the sense strand was arbitrarily assigned to the strand with the higher signal
intensity in the microarray experiments, in relation to the opposite strand, having a lower signal intensity. On the left, electrophoresis of real-time RT-PCR
products in 3% agarose gels. NTC, indicates the lane for the no-template control PCR. RT, indicates the presence (test reactions) or absence (negative
control) of reverse transcriptase in the RT reaction step. Primer 1 and 2, indicates the use of strand-specific primers in the reverse transcription reaction
step for each ‘‘no match’’ gene (primers are listed in Supplementary Table 1). Arrowhead indicates the lane for the product representing the strand with
higher transcription level, according to the oligoarray experiment. All expression data have p-value 6 0.05, except C911708 oligoarray data.
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Interestingly, for all of these six genes, except for the one
represented by contig C911708, it is possible to find one or
more ESTs in GenBank that are originated from direc-
tional libraries, and all of them display the same orienta-
tion as that of the most expressed strand in the real-time
experiment. This provides further indirect evidence for
the higher abundance of one of the strands detected in
the real-time RT-PCR. It should be noted that we cannot
infer with the available evidence if these sense–antisense
transcripts represent coding or non-coding RNAs; the
cDNA contig sequences for the ‘‘no match’’ genes tested
in the experiment of Fig. 3 were short (200–270 bp), with
the exception of two that were 450–500 bp long. For all
of them, using either ESTScan (Iseli et al., 1999) or the
ORF Finder (GenBank) prediction software we obtained
short predicted protein coding sequences, encoding puta-
tive peptides that are only 37–92 amino acids long.

4. Conclusions

This work represents the first comprehensive analysis of
adult worm gene expression, and combined with previous
data from SAGE analysis (Verjovski-Almeida et al.,
2003) provide an inventory of the transcriptome of S. man-

soni adult worms. Further work is still necessary to better
characterize the transcript complement of adult worms,
including a better description of the functional role of indi-
vidual transcripts and determination of splicing variants.
The use of oligonucleotides instead of spotted cDNA
clones as probes provides further confidence in the result,
as it minimizes the probability of cross hybridization, pro-
vides a more uniform hybridization and eliminates the risk
of artifacts caused by chimerical clones.

With the continual release of annotated versions of the
S. mansoni genome (http://www.genedb.org/genedb/sman-
soni/), it will eventually become possible to correlate most
probes of this study to a predicted gene in the genome. As
our process of selection eliminated probes with multiple
matches to the genome, it will be possible to unequivocally
link each probe to a gene locus. This will permit to aggre-
gate the present data to the annotation of each gene, allow-
ing for a better evaluation of their functions. Further
studies of other life cycle stages using this platform would
permit the determination of sets of stage specific genes,
which should point out specific functions critical to sur-
vival of the parasite in each environment.

In addition, we have obtained data that highlights a
fraction of the S. mansoni genes with transcription from
both strands. It is tempting to hypothesize that this bi-
directional transcription must represent pairs of sense
and antisense messages involved with reciprocal regulation,
as described for other organisms (Chan et al., 2006; Dumas
et al., 2006; Gunasekera et al., 2004; Nakaya et al., 2007;
Yelin et al., 2003). It would be expected that those strands
with lower expression level must represent an antisense
message, as it is known that antisense messages usually dis-
play low levels of transcription (Chan et al., 2006; Kampa

et al., 2004; Nakaya et al., 2007; Reis et al., 2004). Probably
only a fraction of the genes presenting antisense transcrip-
tion have been sampled in this work, as the antisense
sequences are expected to overlap only a fraction of the
sense transcript (Nakaya et al., 2007; Reis et al., 2005;
Yelin et al., 2003). Therefore several of the genes displaying
antisense transcription must remain undetected, as several
of the probes that were designed are likely not located in
the overlapping region. Further characterization is still nec-
essary to confirm the frequency of this antisense transcrip-
tion, as well to determine the structure and function of such
transcripts.
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Abstract
Background: Schistosoma mansoni is a blood helminth parasite that causes schistosomiasis, a
disease that affects 200 million people in the world. Many orthologs of known mammalian genes
have been discovered in this parasite and evidence is accumulating that some of these genes encode
proteins linked to signaling pathways in the parasite that appear to be involved with growth or
development, suggesting a complex co-evolutionary process.

Results: In this work we found 427 genes conserved in the Deuterostomia group that have
orthologs in S. mansoni and no members in any nematodes and insects so far sequenced. Among
these genes we have identified Insulin Induced Gene (INSIG), Interferon Regulatory Factor (IRF)
and vasohibin orthologs, known to be involved in mammals in mevalonate metabolism, immune
response and angiogenesis control, respectively. We have chosen these three genes for a more
detailed characterization, which included extension of their cloned messages to obtain full-length
sequences. Interestingly, SmINSIG showed a 10-fold higher expression in adult females as opposed
to males, in accordance with its possible role in regulating egg production. SmIRF has a DNA
binding domain, a tryptophan-rich N-terminal region and several predicted phosphorylation sites,
usually important for IRF activity. Fourteen different alternatively spliced forms of the S. mansoni
vasohibin (SmVASL) gene were detected that encode seven different protein isoforms including
one with a complete C-terminal end, and other isoforms with shorter C-terminal portions. Using
S. mansoni homologs, we have employed a parsimonious rationale to compute the total gene losses/
gains in nematodes, arthropods and deuterostomes under either the Coelomata or the Ecdysozoa
evolutionary hypotheses; our results show a lower losses/gains number under the latter
hypothesis.

Conclusion: The genes discussed which are conserved between S. mansoni and deuterostomes,
probably have an ancient origin and were lost in Ecdysozoa, being still present in Lophotrochozoa.
Given their known functions in Deuterostomia, it is possible that some of them have been co-opted
to perform functions related (directly or indirectly) to host adaptation or interaction with host
signaling processes.
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Background
Schistosoma mansoni is a digenetic platyhelminth trema-
tode and is one of the major causative agents of Schisto-
somiasis [1], a disease that affects 200 million infected
individuals and an additional 500–600 million are at risk
[2]. Schistosomiasis is a neglected disease occurring pri-
marily in impoverished urban areas of developing coun-
tries and is considered not only a consequence of poverty,
but also a poverty-promoting condition in the affected
populations [3]. Parasite eggs laid in the hepatic portal
vasculature are the principal cause of morbidity, and the
ensuing pathology may prove fatal [4]. Inhibition of pro-
tein tyrosine kinases has been shown to interfere with egg
production and suggested as a novel strategy to combat
schistosomiasis [5]. Eggs are highly immunogenic and
capable of inducing potent Th responses [6]. Protective
immune mechanisms in humans that might form the
basis for a vaccine have proven difficult to characterize [7],
owing to effective immune evasion by the parasites. Active
interactions with the host play an important role in the
parasite immune evasion process, through detection of
hormones and other host signaling molecules [8].

Two large-scale independent efforts have obtained signif-
icant numbers of transcriptome sequences from S. man-
soni [9] and S. japonicum [10], and the draft of the genome
sequence of S. mansoni is currently being assembled [11].
Recently, large-scale transcriptome sequencing of the
planarian Schmidtea mediterranea has provided molecular
information about a free-living platyhelminth [12]. These
datasets are the first large repository of mRNA sequences
for platyhelminth organisms and have therefore provided
insights into the evolution and molecular biology of these
organisms, as well as help in understanding adaptation to
parasitism of S. mansoni and identification of gene prod-
ucts to be exploited as novel drug targets and vaccine can-
didates. Using primarily the data generated by the S.
mansoni EST Genome Project [9] here we present a
detailed investigation of certain S. mansoni genes that we
believe provide important insights into the biology of this
organism.

The schistosoma genus is part of the platyhelminth phy-
lum, which has been traditionally regarded as one of the
first diverging phyla of the bilaterian group in the acoelo-
mate-pseudoceolomate-celomate (APC) theory (Figure
1A), which groups bilaterally symmetrical animals based
on the presence of coelom (a body cavity lined by an epi-
thelium derived from mesenchyme, e.g. human pleural
cavity) [13,14]. This view is based on a gradualist scenario
in which the first bilaterian ancestral was acoelomate and
some of its descendants developed coelomic cavities orig-
inating the various coelomate phyla. Recent analysis of
molecular data and embryonic development suggested
that platyhelminths are not in the basal position of bilat-

eria, but are derived from an ancestral coelomate [15-17].
This new phylogeny classifies bilaterian animals in deuter-
ostomes (the first opening, the blastopore, becomes the
anus) and protostomes (the first opening becomes the
mouth). The Deuterostomia group includes all chordates
and echinoderms. Protostomes are further divided in
Lophotrochozoa (animals with a feeding structure called
lophophore; e.g. platyhelminths, annelids and mollusks)
and Ecdysozoa (animals that undergo ecdysis or moult-
ing, e.g. insects and nematodes) [15-17]. This hypothesis
is named LED (Lophotrochozoa-Ecdysozoa-Deuterosto-
mia) (see Figure 1B).

Wolf et al. [18], analyzing the evolutionary relationships
between animal phyla using the predicted genes of fully
sequenced organisms, obtained strong statistical support
for the APC hypothesis (Figure 1A). Philippe et al. [15]
analyzing a few genes from multiple species (representing
several taxa) provided support for the LED hypothesis
(Figure 1B). Philippe and collaborators [15,16,19]
pointed out that despite the strong statistical support
argued by Wolf et al. [18], long-branch attraction artifacts
might have affected the results.

The LED hypothesis has been widely supported in the last
few years by innovative approaches, such as intron conser-
vation analysis [20] and a whole genome phylogeny anal-
ysis excluding C. elegans fast-evolving sequence genes
[21]. However, there is also a recent phylogenetic analysis
using large scale molecular data that supports the APC

Schematic representation of the two main hypotheses for the relationships between animal phylaFigure 1
Schematic representation of the two main hypothe-
ses for the relationships between animal phyla. A – 
Acoelomata-Pseudocoelomata-Coelomata hypothesis; B – 
Lophotrocozoa-Ecdysozoa-Deuterostomia hypothesis. This 
scheme is illustrative and branch lengths do not reflect evolu-
tionary distances.
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phylogeny [22]. Therefore, metazoan evolution is still an
open question in phylogenetics.

Results and Discussion
Our goal was to identify S. mansoni genes in the large tran-
scriptome sequence collection that are conserved among
platyhelminths and Deuterostomia, thus providing new
insights into S. mansoni biology. The two major evolution-
ary theories of metazoans provided a framework for this
identification as follows. We selected three main taxo-
nomic groups to focus our work on: Nematoda, Arthrop-
oda and Deuterostomia. These groups are monophyletic
under both the APC and LED hypotheses (Figure 1A and
1B). We selected a total of 6,504 S. mansoni genes for
which we found orthologs in at least one organism repre-
senting at least one of our focus groups. We then deter-
mined the presence/absence of these genes in large
merged datasets (e.g. all nematodes, all arthropods; see
Methods for details). Of the selected 6,504 S. mansoni
genes, we found that 4,244 were present in at least one
organism from each of the other three clades, thus not
contributing to losses/gains at the clade level (Table 1). All
the other 2,260 genes in our analysis (Table 1 and Addi-
tional file 1) contributed to gene gain/loss event counts
(Table 1). Overall, there were 3,123 gain/loss events
under the APC hypothesis and 2,757 events under the
LED hypothesis. The excess of 366 events under the APC
hypothesis is statistically significant (p-value = 2.2 × 10-

16), which favors the LED theory under the parsimony
rationale [19].

We were primarily interested in the 427 genes from Group
2, i.e. genes conserved in schistosomes and deuteros-
tomes, but absent in arthropods and nematodes (Table 1
and Additional file 1). Our rationale is that representative
genes from this set, being absent in arthropods and nem-
atodes, provide insights into platyhelminth-specific biol-
ogy. The complete list of 427 genes in Group 2 can be
found in Additional file 2. These genes were additionally
submitted to manual inspection and comparison to gene
data from the free-living non-parasite platyhelminth S.
mediterranea (a planarian). The S. mediterranea gene col-
lection [12] is the only other major set of platyhelminth
data currently available.

We have found that 299 (70%) of the 427 S. mansoni
genes (Additional file 2) are not present in the S. mediter-
ranea EST [12] and genomic sequence datasets. It is diffi-
cult to evaluate which proportion of these 299 genes are
actually present in S. mediterranea but perhaps not repre-
sented in this planarian partial sequence dataset. Further
detailed investigation is still needed to confirm their
absence in S. mediterranea.

The remaining 128 genes (30%) from Group 2 are shared
with S. mediterranea (Additional File 2). These genes may
play roles in platyhelminth-essential processes such as
long-term tissue maintenance and cell turnover that are
likely less important for short-lived organisms such as
nematodes and insects. The list includes genes from path-
ways related to egg production, such as synthesis of

Table 1: Number of postulated gain/loss events in comparing S. mansoni genes with those present in nematodes, arthropods and 
deuterostomes

Cases* # of genes # of Loss/Gain events under each theory

Sm Nem Arthr Deut APC LED

Group 1 1 1 1 1 4,244 0 0
Group 2 1 0 0 1 427 2 × 427 = 854 1 × 427 = 427
Group 3 1 0 1 0 436 2 × 436 = 872 2 × 436 = 872
Group 4 1 1 0 0 61 1 × 61 = 61 2 × 61 = 122
Group 5 1 1 1 0 289 1 × 289 = 289 1 × 289 = 289
Group 6 1 0 1 1 998 1 × 998 = 998 1 × 998 = 998
Group 7 1 1 0 1 49 1 × 49 = 49 1 × 49 = 49

TOTAL 6,504 3,123 2,757
Excess losses/gains (APC – LED) 366
Significance (p-value)** 2.2 × 10-16

* S. mansoni (Sm) genes were compared to genes from all organisms of the following clades: Nematodes (Nem), Arthropods (Arthr) and 
Deuterostomes (Deut). Each group represents one of the possible cases: when S. mansoni genes were present in at least one organism of the 
indicated clade it was marked with 1; when genes were absent from all organism of that clade it was marked with 0. For example, group 1 
represents the case where 4,244 S. mansoni genes were present in all three clades studied, and therefore no loss/gain events were computed; 
similarly, group 2, represents the case where 427 S. mansoni genes were not present in Nematodes or Arthropods, and under the APC hypothesis 
two loss/gain events per gene were computed, whereas under the LED hypothesis only one event per gene was counted. A schematic 
representation of these cases and the minimal number of events required under either of the two hypotheses is shown in Additional file 1. ** P-
value was calculated using 100,000 bootstrapped samples followed by Wilcoxon Test.
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mevalonate, as will be discussed later. Egg deposition is an
essential step in the platyhelminth life-cycle and is the
major cause of morbidity in the human host.

Out of the 427 genes in Group 2 we have selected three for
further extensive investigation, characterizing their full-
length sequence and pattern of expression, as described
next. All three genes are also present in S. mediterranea; we
believe that their putative roles in host interaction and sig-
naling warrant special attention.

Insulin Induced Gene (INSIG)
Among genes in Group 2, one of the most interesting is a
S. mansoni INSIG ortholog (SmINSIG), an important reg-
ulator of the mevalonate synthesis pathway.

INSIG-1 in cultured mammalian CHO cells has been
shown to play an essential role in degradation of HMG-
CoA reductase (a critical enzyme in the mevalonate path-
way) [23]. In S. mansoni, HMG-CoA reductase is vital for
parasite survival and plays a physiological role in regulat-
ing egg production [24,25]. Egg deposition is a character-
istic of platyhelminths, and in the case of S. mansoni the
parasite's eggs deposited in the host circulatory system are
the major cause of morbidity in the host's liver.

The full-length message of SmINSIG was obtained by RT-
PCR. The reverse primer for RT-PCR was designed from
the 3' end of a consensus sequence obtained by the S.
mansoni Assembled EST designated SmAE C601385.1 and
annotated as INSIG [9]. The forward primer was designed
from a genomic region 119 bp upstream from the locus
where the 5' end of SmAE C601385.1 is mapped; the
genomic sequence can be found in Supercontig_0000071
of the S. mansoni genome draft sequence [11] publicly
available at the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute [26]. After
cloning and sequencing the RT-PCR product we obtained
the full-length SmINSIG message that contains 857 bases
and encodes a protein of 244 amino acids. The deduced
protein displays the described conserved domain of
INSIG proteins (IPR009904) and the characteristic six
transmembrane regions.

Figure 2A illustrates a multiple alignment of INSIGs from
different deuterostomes and SmINSIG, where the con-
served domain is shown and the six transmembrane
regions are marked. BLASTP search against the nr database
at GenBank using SmINSIG as query resulted in a best
match to the zebrafish (Danio rerio) INSIG-1 ortholog
([GenBank: AAH45341.1]) with 49% identity and 68%
similarity over 144 amino acids. A Maximum Likelihood
tree was constructed (refer to the Methods section for
details) (Figure 2B), and suggests that SmINSIG diverged
before the gene duplication event responsible for emer-
gence of the two vertebrate paralogs in zebrafish.

Real-time PCR experiments with tubulin as an internal
standard showed a higher expression in egg, miracidium
and cercarial stages when compared to schistosomulum
(p < 0.05). The free-living forms (cercaria and miracid-
ium) exhibit higher expression when compared to the
forms that live inside the vertebrate host (schistosomu-
lum and adult) (p < 0.05) (Figure 3A).

Despite previous studies showing induction of INSIG
gene expression by insulin in rat regenerating liver [27]
and the presence of genes encoding proteins with similar-
ity to the human insulin receptor in schistosomes [9,28],
we found that exposure of S. mansoni adult worms to
exogenous recombinant human insulin peptide for 1 or 2
hours in vitro did not affect the expression of SmINSIG
measured by Real-time RT-PCR while affecting the expres-
sion of a number of non-related genes (data not shown).

Possible gene partners and targets of SmINSIG identified in 
schistosomes
This work is the first published report of an INSIG
ortholog in a protostome invertebrate. We have searched
the S. mansoni and S. japonicum transcriptome datasets for
evidence of the genes described in vertebrates as targets of
INSIG, and also for the presence of homologs in the
mevalonate pathway. They are listed in Table 2 and are
discussed in detail below.

Schistosomes are described to be cholesterol auxotrophs
(unable to synthesize cholesterol) [29], suggesting that
SmINSIG might perform in S. mansoni some of the func-
tions described in mammals for INSIGs, especially in the
mevalonate synthesis pathway (a precursor of cholesterol
as well as of non-sterol isoprenoids) and not in the later
steps of cholesterol synthesis. Accordingly, gene
sequences potentially encoding all enzymes of the meval-
onate pathway described in the MetaCyc database [30]
were found either in S. mansoni or in S. japonicum public
datasets, indicating that this pathway is intact in schisto-
somes (Table 2).

Interestingly, INSIG-1 has been shown to play an essential
role in sterol-mediated degradation of HMG-CoA reduct-
ase (a critical enzyme in the mevalonate pathway) in cul-
tured mammalian CHO cells [23]. Knockout mice have
been generated in which the INSIG-1 and INSIG-2 genes
are disrupted in the liver through recombination [31].
These mice have uncontrolled synthesis of fatty acids,
cholesterol and a marked increase in HMG-CoA reductase
protein, resulting from a decreased degradation of the
reductase in the absence of INSIGs [31]. HMG-CoA
reductase has an ortholog already characterized in S. man-
soni [32] and its inhibition compromises egg production,
as well as the survival of early stages of the parasite [24].
In addition, HMG-CoA reductase inhibition in schisto-
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S. mansoni Insulin Induced Gene (SmINSIG) and its orthologsFigure 2
S. mansoni Insulin Induced Gene (SmINSIG) and its orthologs. A: Multiple sequence alignment (MSA) of SmINSIG and 
several orthologs. Two distantly related yeast INSIG homologs were included in the MSA. SmINSIG transmembrane regions 
predicted by TMHMM and MINNOU are indicated by red and green bars, respectively. A consensus sequence and conserva-
tion bars are also represented; B: Maximum Likelihood tree constructed from the alignment of SmINSIG and several INSIGs 
found in public databases. The S. mansoni branch is represented in red. Numbers next to the branches represent bootstrap val-
ues (in 1000 samplings).
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somes blocks egg production, which is induced by choles-
terol precursors, such as mevalonate and farnesol; these
precursors can also reverse the mevinolin-induced inhibi-
tion of egg production [25]. When expression was com-
pared between male and female adult worms, a 10-fold
higher expression of SmINSIG was found in females (Fig-
ure 3B). Egg production in female worms is a very efficient
process and a putative negative control exerted by SmIN-
SIG could be part of a modulatory mechanism of meval-
onate synthesis in order to tune it to the rate of egg
production. Miracidia and cercariae (larval forms) are

short-lived and highly specialized forms, and the high lev-
els of SmINSIG (Figure 3A) and the resulting inhibition of
mevalonate synthesis in those stages when compared to
adults would be consistent with a more complex physiol-
ogy of the latter.

A recent report showed that in mammalian cells a fraction
of INSIG-1 molecules are bound constitutively to a pro-
tein named gp78 or autocrine motility factor receptor
(also present in schistosomes, see Table 2) through bind-
ing of transmembrane domains of the two proteins [33].

S. mansoni Insulin Induced Gene (SmINSIG) expression along the life cycleFigure 3
S. mansoni Insulin Induced Gene (SmINSIG) expression along the life cycle. A: Real-time RT-PCR using total RNA 
samples from egg, miracidium, cercaria, schistosomulum or adult and primers for SmINSIG. Relative fold change was calculated 
by comparing the Ct value for each sample to Ct values for alpha-tubulin (internal standard). B: Real-time RT-PCR using 
mRNA samples from male and female adult worms and primers for SmINSIG. Log2 (Fold change) was calculated for the ratio 
between female and male expression values. *p < 0.05.

Table 2: Putative SmINSIG interaction partners or possible downstream pathway genes in schistosomes, according to the INSIG 
functions and pathways described in the literature for other organisms

Protein/gene Accession [species] Function

Acetyl-CoA acetyltransferase [GenBank: AAX26758.2]/[GenBank: AAX30459.1] [S. japonicum] 
C611014.1* [S. mansoni]

Mevalonate pathway

HMG-CoA reductase [Swissprot: P16237] [S. mansoni] Mevalonate pathway
Mevalonate kinase C608152.1* [S. mansoni] Mevalonate pathway

P-Mevalonate kinase [GenBank: AAW26333.1] [S. japonicum] C608797.1* [S. mansoni] Mevalonate pathway
Mevalonate diphosphate decarboxylase C608650.1* [S. mansoni] Mevalonate pathway

IPP isomerase [GenBank: AAX26888.1] [S. japonicum] Mevalonate pathway
gp78 Autocrine motility factor receptor (AMF receptor) C609954.1*/C608624.1* [S. mansoni] HMG-CoA reductase degradation

SCAP C714360.1* [S. mansoni] SREBP processing
Acetyl-CoA synthetase C718554.1* [S. mansoni] [GenBank: AAX27415.2] [S. japonicum] Fatty acid synthesis

Acetyl/Propionyl-CoA carboxylase C611533.1* [S. mansoni] [GenBank: AAX27462.2] [S. japonicum] Fatty acid synthesis

*These S. mansoni Assembled EST contigs are accessible at our Schistosoma mansoni EST Genome Project website [63] and contain publicly available 
GenBank EST sequences from [9].
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Evidence indicates that this sterol-triggered reductase/
INSIG-1/gp78 complex is essential for ubiquitination and
degradation of the reductase [33]. Based on the presence
of orthologs in the S. mansoni transcriptome database, this
evolutionarily conserved complex could also occur in
schistosomes.

In line with the known S. mansoni auxotrophy for choles-
terol, we could not identify either in the S. mansoni or in
the S. japonicum transcriptomes any of the enzymes specif-
ically involved in cholesterol synthesis from mevalonate.
Interestingly, we found a S. mansoni EST with similarity to
a short partial segment of M. musculus SCAP ortholog
(Table 2); SCAP has been described in mammals as a
SREBP cleavage-activating protein [34]. However, we
found no gene fragments that would encode SCAP's puta-
tive partner SREBP, the Sterol Regulatory Element Binding
Protein involved in regulation of cholesterol biosynthesis
in mammalian cells. In the absence of any evident SREBP
or cholesterol synthesis enzymes it is likely that the puta-
tive protein with partial similarity to SCAP might have a
different role in S. mansoni.

Interfering with the mevalonate pathway in schistosomes
could be a promising novel drug target approach because
of the known adverse clinical consequences of eggs to the
patients and of the biological importance of egg deposi-
tion in the parasite's life cycle.

Vasohibin
Another gene from Group 2 that we have selected for fur-
ther scrutiny is represented by S. mansoni Assembled EST
(SmAE) C605907.1. Its consensus sequence had good
(56%) similarity to vasohibin-like proteins (recently
named vasohibin 2).

Vasohibins constitute a recently described family of
endothelium-derived angiogenesis inhibitors in humans
[35,36]. The presence of a Vasohibin ortholog in schisto-
somes might suggest a potential angiogenesis inhibition
process in the host, mediated by schistosomes' molecules.
Complete sequencing of clone MA3-9999U-M294-F04-
U.B, the longest clone in SmAE cluster C605907.1,
showed a transcript with 975 bases (Figure 4A) that we
named SmVASL for S. mansoni Vasohibin-like gene.
BLASTP comparison to Swiss-Prot/TrEMBL showed the
best match (48% identity and 58% similarity over 90
amino acids) to vasohibin 2 ([Swissprot: Q86V25] or
FLJ12505 protein), a recently described human vaso-
hibin-like protein [36]. The amino portion of SmVASL
deduced protein (starting at Leu4) did align to Leu142 of
human vasohibin 2, thus suggesting that SmVASL repre-
sented a partial sequence of the S. mansoni ortholog.

To search for possible additional portions of SmVASL, the
sequence of the original clone was mapped to the draft
sequence of the S. mansoni genome [11]. We found that
SmVASL maps with splicing to Supercontig _0000046,
from base 1,255,010 to 1,259,701 (Figure 4A). In a
genomic region of ~2,000 bases upstream from the
SmVASL gene we found a sequence apparently encoding a
peptide that displays similarity to vasohibin-like proteins
(not shown). Next, we designed a forward and a reverse
primer based on the sequence of this region, as indicated
in Figure 4A (green arrows). These primers were used in a
RT-PCR reaction, which resulted in a complex profile of
amplification with one band of ~650 bp and a smear
between 750–900 bp (Figure 4C). No amplicon was
obtained in a parallel reaction without reverse transcrip-
tion, to control for the absence of DNA contamination,
indicating that the diverse range of products (Figure 4C)
was derived from bona fide mRNA messages. This result
suggested multiple alternatively spliced forms at the 5'
end of full-length SmVASL.

The RT-PCR amplification products were cloned and
sequenced. A total of approximately 300 clones were
sequenced from both ends, disclosing fourteen different
isoforms (SmVASLv1-13, with two SmVASLv6 isoforms).
Mapping of these isoforms to the S. mansoni genomic
sequence confirmed that the different clones are a result of
alternative splicing (Figure 4A). Variation is caused by a
number of alternative splicing events, such as 5'-deletion,
exon skipping, and junction of two exons by intron reten-
tion. Two different lengths for the second exon were
observed: exon 2 with 79 bp for variants SmVASLv1, 2, 6a,
6b, 7, 10, 12 and 13; and exon 8 with 65 bp, resulting
from a 5'-deletion in exon 2, for SmVASLv3, 4, 5, 8, 9 and
11 (Figure 4A). The latter splicing form caused an early
stop, and the resulting isoforms encode a putative short
57 amino acid protein. The isoforms have different 3'-
UTR ends, which may be related to different stability of
the messages.

Exon skipping was observed in SmVASLv5, 7, 8, 11 and 12
(Figure 4A). Intron retention was detected in isoforms
SmVASLv1, 2, 4, 12 and 13, where exon 4 is the junction
of exons 10 and 11 (that are present for example in iso-
form 5). Intron retention was also detected in SmVASLv1,
4, 7, 9 and 11, where exon 3 is the junction of exons 6 and
7. Finally, the intron retention observed in SmVASLv3
results from junction of exons 6, 7, 10 and 11.

We have identified seven different polypeptides that are
encoded by these variants, representing different deduced
protein isoforms (Figure 4A). As noted earlier, isoforms
SmVASLv3, 4, 5, 8, 9 and 11 encode the same 57 amino
acid protein. Due to the absence of a stop codon in the
SmVASLv6 sequence in the segment amplified by RT-PCR,
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S. mansoni Vasohibin-like (SmVASL) isoformsFigure 4
S. mansoni Vasohibin-like (SmVASL) isoforms. A: Schematic representation of SmVASL transcripts aligned to the S. man-
soni genomic sequence. The thick gray bar at the top represents the genomic sequence of Supercontig_0000046. Coding 
sequences, UTRs and introns are represented by thick, thin and dashed lines, respectively. We have colored and numbered the 
different exons consecutively in an arbitrary way, in the order that each new exon splicing form appears in Figure 4A. Primers 
that were used for the RT-PCR amplification and RACE experiments of SmVASL alternatively spliced forms are represented by 
green and blue arrows, respectively. Deduced protein-coding ORFs of SmVASL message are represented by thick colored 
lines, and the lengths of the deduced encoded proteins are displayed at the right side of each splice variant. The asterisks next 
to SmVASLv6, SmVASLv6a and SmVASLv6b indicate that the latter two are the result of a 3'-RACE-PCR experiment (3'-RACE 
primers represented by blue arrows); B: Local alignment (BLAST) showing the conserved region of SmVASLv6a and human 
vasohibin 2; C: Agarose gel electrophoresis of RT-PCR products from a reaction performed with primers indicated in panel A 
with green arrows. RT indicates that cDNA was synthesized by Reverse Transcriptase with poly-dT priming using RNA as 
template, and PCR was subsequently performed. No RT indicates a negative control where PCR was performed with an RNA 
sample incubated with poly-dT but no reverse transcriptase, to control for the absence of genomic DNA contamination.
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a 3'-RACE experiment was conducted to extend
SmVASLv6 sequence, which resulted in two additional
longer SmVASLv6 isoforms, SmVASLv6a and
SmVASLv6b. The longer isoform, SmVASLv6a encodes a
337 amino acid protein, the longest protein isoform
detected here. When compared through BLASTP with the
Swiss-Prot/TrEMBL database, the highest match was a pro-
tein of S. japonicum of unknown function ([Swissprot:
Q5DB91]). The second best match was to human vaso-
hibin-like protein (vasohibin 2, [Swissprot: Q86V25])
(Figure 4B) to which SmVASLv6a protein aligns with 37%
identity and 57% similarity over 252 amino acids (71%
coverage of the human protein). Alignment of
SmVASLv6a and human vasohibin 2 reveals a C-terminal
divergence between these two proteins (Figure 4B). 5'-
RACE experiments under several conditions were per-
formed, without success. A multiple sequence alignment
and a phylogenetic tree of SmVASLv6a and several other
orthologs are represented in Figure 5A and 5B, respec-
tively.

Interestingly, several alternatively spliced isoforms are
predicted for human vasohibin 2 ([Swissprot: Q86V25]),
some of them encoding a shorter protein that lacks the
carboxyl-terminal end. Similarly, all SmVASL but
SmVASLv6a and SmVASL6b isoforms encode shorter pro-
teins, lacking different portions of the carboxyl-terminal
end. Absence of the C-terminal end has been also
described for one of the isoforms of vasohibin 1, where
the shorter isoform abolishes the anti-angiogenic activity
of the full-length protein [35]. Conservation of such a
mechanism for generation of short isoforms lacking the
carboxyl-terminal region of the protein in distantly
related species such as H. sapiens and S. mansoni indicates
that the C-terminal portion of vasohibin should represent
a conserved functional domain.

Real-time PCR experiments using primers designed to
detect most of the isoforms (except isoform 3), shows that
cercaria and adult have the highest SmVASL expression
levels, whereas schistosomulum has the lowest SmVASL
levels (Figure 5C). Considering the angiogenesis control
role exerted by vasohibin in vertebrates and the high con-
servation level between SmVASL and human vasohibin,
together with vascular location of adult schistosomes, it is
tempting to hypothesize a role of SmVASL in modulating
human angiogenesis. Considering the presence of a vaso-
hibin homolog in planarian (Additional file 2) and the
high SmVASL expression in miracidium, the S. mansoni
life form that invades the snail (an invertebrate host that
has an open circulatory system), we speculate that this
protein could perform a different (possibly endogenous)
role in this life stage. Loeffler et al. [37] reported that
schistosomes exert a positive effect on angiogenesis
because soluble egg antigen (SEA) induces angiogenesis-

related processes by up-regulating VEGF in human
endothelial cells [37]. It is hypothesized that neovascular-
ization in the schistosome granuloma may be necessary to
maintain oxygen and nutrient levels, in a similar way as in
rapidly growing tumors [37,38]. Negative regulation of
host angiogenesis may be provided by the S. mansoni well
conserved vasohibin ortholog identified here, which
would counterbalance the previously reported positive
effects of S. mansoni on angiogenesis [37], thus helping to
maintain host hemostasis. Functional experiments are
warranted to determine the biological roles of the
SmVASL isoforms reported here.

Interferon Regulatory factor
The third and final gene analyzed in the present study
encodes an Interferon Regulatory Factor (IRF) protein
(represented by SmAE C603512.1 and named SmIRF).

IRFs are important molecules involved in immune
response and a schistosome ortholog could be related to
the recognition and response to host immune processes.
Primers were designed from the extremities of this assem-
bled sequence and a single 1330 bp amplicon was gener-
ated by RT-PCR; cloning and sequencing confirmed its
identity. In addition, a 3'-RACE with primers designed
from SmAE C603512.1 permitted cloning and sequencing
of the 3' end of this mRNA. SmIRF full-length sequence
has 2297 bp and encodes a 476 amino acid protein that
shares 27% identity and 44% similarity over 434 amino
acids with the interferon regulatory factor 4 of Gallus gallus
([GenBank: AAK08198]) [see Additional file 3]. A multi-
ple sequence alignment and a phylogenetic tree of SmIRF
and several other orthologs are represented in Figure 6A
and 6B, respectively. Each IRF contains a well-conserved
DNA-binding domain with ~120 amino acids at the
amino terminus that folds into a helix-turn-helix DNA-
binding motif (Smart SM00348). The C-terminal end of
IRFs is generally more variable among family members
[39] and contains a SMAD/FHA domain, commonly
found in transcription factors and responsible for interac-
tion with other phosphorylated molecules [40]. In silico
analysis of SmIRF using NetPhos [41] revealed the pres-
ence of several serine phosphorylation sites [Additional
file 3]; in mammalians, IRF phosphorylation is important
for its function and regulation [42].

IRFs constitute a complex family of transcription factors
with broad functionality in mammalians, which was
recently reviewed [43]. Honda and Taniguchi [43]
pointed to several mammalian genes regulated by IRFs
and we have searched for orthologs of these targets in S.
mansoni. Two genes regulated by IRFs (TAP1 and LMP2),
involved in processing and transport of peptides appear to
have homologs in schistosomes. Using human TAP1 gene
encoded protein as query we found in S. mansoni an ABC
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S. mansoni Vasohibin orthologs and expression along the life cycleFigure 5
S. mansoni Vasohibin orthologs and expression along the life cycle. A: Multiple sequence alignment of SmVASLv6a 
(the longer isoform) and several orthologs. B: Maximum Likelihood tree constructed from the alignment of SmVASLv6a and 
other vasohibins found in public databases. The S. mansoni branch is represented in red. Numbers next to the branches repre-
sent bootstrap values (in 1000 samplings). C: Real time RT-PCR using total RNA samples from egg, miracidium, cercaria, schis-
tosomulum or adult and primers for SmVASL. Relative fold change was calculated by comparing the Ct value for each sample 
to Ct values for alpha-tubulin (internal standard).
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transporter gene, SMDR1 [GenBank: AAA66476.1] (35%
identity and 61% coverage) that has been previously
described as possible transporter of peptides [44]. When
using human LMP2 ([GenBank: CAA60784]) as query, we
found a schistosome ortholog in our database
(C602473.1, with 55% identity and 88% coverage).
Human LMP2 encodes a proteasome subunit and replaces
the Y subunit in the proteasome structure upon IFN sign-
aling and this change results in a different proteasome
proteolytic activity [45]. Functional proteasomes were
recently shown to be essential for schistosome develop-
ment in the vertebrate host [46]. IRFs also regulate cas-

pase-1 expression [43]. We found a caspase in S. mansoni
that has higher similarity with caspase-3 than with cas-
pase-1 (44% identity and 85% coverage); in mammalians
both caspases are involved with apoptosis control; how-
ever, the apoptosis pathway appears to be incomplete in
the parasite [9].

Besides the inherent capacity of IRFs to function as tran-
scription factors, they selectively bind to a group of pro-
teins, namely immunophilins. Interaction between IRF-4
and immunophilin FKBP52 in mammalians results in a
conformational change, abolishing DNA-binding activity

S. mansoni Interferon Regulatory Factor (SmIRF)Figure 6
S. mansoni Interferon Regulatory Factor (SmIRF). A: Multiple sequence alignment of SmIRF and several orthologs. For 
displaying purposes, only the conserved region is represented; B: Maximum Likelihood tree constructed from the alignment of 
SmIRF and several IRFs found in public databases. The S. mansoni branch is represented in red. Numbers next to the branches 
represent bootstrap values (in 1000 samplings).
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and partial IRF-4 proteolysis [47]. One immunophilin
named p50 [GenBank: AAA69867.1] was already identi-
fied in schistosomes, having a high similarity with verte-
brate FKBP immunophilins [48,49].

The IRF interactions are highly complex and not fully elu-
cidated, even in mammalians, with new interactions and
functionalities being recently reported [43]. In this work
we have pointed to the existence in schistosomes of some
possible players. Other experiments (e.g. protein-protein
interaction) are warranted to identify functions and other
possible SmIRF interaction partners. It would be interest-
ing to demonstrate if SmIRF is involved in schistosome
stress responses (viral infections, for example), or in host-
parasite interaction, being part of the pathway that inter-
plays with host immune molecules.

Conclusion
According to our analysis, the S. mansoni genes described
in this work are homologs of genes present in Deuterosto-
mia, but absent in Ecdysozoa organisms. Given the spe-
cific functions of these genes in Deuterostomia, especially
in mammals, we envisage the possibility of co-optation of
the schistosome ortholog in interaction and adaptation to
the host environment. The evolutionary history leading to
conservation of such set of genes in these two distantly
related groups is not totally clear yet; more sequence
information from organisms of related phyla (especially
from other Lophotrocozoa) should help throw light on
this problem. The three genes characterized in detail in
this work might be involved in mevalonate synthesis (egg
production), angiogenesis control (host invasion) and
immune response (interplay with host defense mole-
cules).

In S. mediterranea the orthologs of these genes may per-
form ancestral non-parasitic roles. In this respect, a recent
report [50] revealed the presence of orthologs of thyroid
hormone receptor (TR) in S. mansoni, S. japonicum and S.
mediterranea and demonstrated that TRs in platy-
helminths are highly conserved not only in sequence sim-
ilarity, but also in gene organization, protein-protein
interaction and in DNA-binding ability [50]; TR was pre-
viously believed to be an innovation of chordates as the
genomes of insects and nematodes do not contain TR
genes. Although the functions of TRs in invertebrates are
not fully understood, phylogenetic analysis showed that
the TR ortholog likely originated from a common ances-
tor of the Bilateria [50]. Both the results of Wu et al. [50]
and ours suggest the presence in a common ancestor of
genes previously thought to have arisen only later in evo-
lution. We hypothesize that during Schistosoma evolution
the three genes discussed in the present report might have
been co-opted to perform functions that are crucial for the
parasite-host interplay. Regardless of the actual history,

we believe the genes discussed here have characteristics
that make them good candidates for further investigation
as potential drug targets.

Methods
Datasets
S. mansoni EST sequences generated by our group [9] were
used as the query dataset of S. mansoni sequences in this
work. Local BLAST [51] databases were formatted with all
the sequences available from arthropods, nematodes and
deuterostomes in the non redundant (nr) nucleotide sec-
tion of GenBank database (updated as of May/2007) and
were used as subject in BLAST searches. In addition, all the
publicly available nucleotide sequences from non model
arthropods, nematodes and from the planarian S. mediter-
ranea were used. The planarian dataset we used is com-
posed of all the publicly available 171,483 nucleotide
sequences (97,901 CoreNucleotide and 73,582 ESTs, on
May 2007) together with the assembled ESTs obtained by
a large scale EST sequencing project [12]. The planarian
dataset was further supplemented with the EST assembly
data provided by the authors (10,485 assembled
sequences; 6,488 contigs and 3,997 singlets) [12]. In
order to reduce the EST sequence redundancy and conse-
quently the time complexity of the process, the sequences
were processed using CD-HIT [52] prior to database for-
matting. After identifying the S. mansoni genes of interest,
we have considered their downstream effectors described
in the literature for vertebrates and we searched for the
presence of orthologs which could act as molecular part-
ners or members of downstream pathways in S. mansoni.
When any of these orthologs were missing in the S. man-
soni GenBank database the S. japonicum sequences were
alternatively searched.

The S. mansoni genome sequence partial assembly (v. 3) at
the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute [26] was used.

Similarity searches
We used the BLASTX and TBLASTX programs [51] to
search for S. mansoni (a platyhelminth) translated
sequences that have considerable similarity to proteins
and translated ESTs from deuterostomes, nematodes and
arthropods. Perl scripts together with the Zerg parser [53]
and BioPerl [54] were used to perform and process BLAST
searches.

BLAST alignments with bit scores higher than 100 and
lower than 50 were considered as true matches and non-
significant hits, respectively. Bit scores were used to facili-
tate cross-database comparisons. Hits with intermediary
bit scores (between 50 and 100) were manually inspected,
basically to eliminate hits derived from unmasked low
complexity regions where matches occur through a single
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amino acid at repeated intervals. Overall, the sequences
included in Additional File 2 have scores higher than 80.

The S. mansoni genes without matches and Schistosoma
specific genes were filtered out. The resulting genes were
further assigned to one of the following groups (Table 1
and Additional file 1) when a given gene was detected in
at least one species belonging to the corresponding clade:
(1) present in S. mansoni, deuterostomes, arthropods and
nematodes (all groups); (2) present in S. mansoni and
deuterostomes, but not in arthropods and nematodes; (3)
present in S. mansoni and arthropods, but not in deuteros-
tomes and nematodes; (4) present in S. mansoni and nem-
atodes, but not in arthropods and deuterostomes); (5)
present in S. mansoni, arthropods and nematodes, but not
in deuterostomes; (6) present in S. mansoni, arthropods
and deuterostomes, but not in nematodes; (7) present in
S. mansoni, nematodes and deuterostomes, but not in
arthropods.

To evaluate the significance of the gene gains/losses under
each hypothesis, we have generated 100,000 boot-
strapped samples and performed the Wilcoxon test. Sim-
ulations and the significance test were performed in the R
environment.

TMHMM [55] and MINNOU [56] were used to predict
transmembrane domains, NetPhos [41] to identify possi-
ble phosphorylation sites, with SignalP 3.0 [57] to predict
signal peptides, and with InterProScan [58] to predict
conserved domains.

Phylogenetic analysis
Multiple Sequence Alignments in the paper were gener-
ated using MUSCLE [59] and edited using JalView [60].
Curated alignments were then used to generate Maximum
Likelihood phylogenetic trees with PhyML package [61].
Significance of the results was estimated by building 1000
bootstrapped trees. The NEWICK files generated by
PhyML were then displayed with MEGA [62] producing
the trees displayed in the results section.

Cloning procedures
mRNA was obtained from adult parasites conserved in
RNALater (Ambion, Austin, TX, USA) by extraction of tis-
sue with MACs mRNA isolation kits (Miltenyi Biotec, Ber-
gisch Gladbach, Germany). 200 ng of mRNA were treated
with 5 U of RQ1 RNAse-free DNAse (Promega, Madison,
WI, USA) for 30 min at 37°C. Reverse transcription was
performed with oligo dT primers using the protocol of
Superscript first strand system for RT-PCR (Invitrogen,
Carlsbad, CA, USA). PCR was performed with Advantage
II (BD Biosciences, Palo Alto, CA, USA) with the buffer
supplied by the manufacturer, and 200 nM of each spe-
cific primer using the following cycling program: 95°C for

1 min plus 35 cycles each at 95°C for 30 s, 55°C for 30 s,
and 68°C for 3 min, followed by a final extension at 68°C
for 3 min. The products were analyzed in 1.2% agarose gel
and cloned in pGEM-T vector (Promega) for further
sequencing. Primers are listed in Additional file 4.

Rapid amplification of cDNA ends (RACE)
mRNA was obtained from adult parasites conserved in
RNALater (Ambion) by extraction of tissue with MACs
mRNA isolation kits (Miltenyi Biotec). 200 ng of mRNA
was used for reverse transcription using the protocol of
the 3'RACE system kit for rapid amplification of cDNA
ends (Invitrogen) and specific primers. To perform 3'
RACE of vasohibin gene, 3 µg of total RNA from miracid-
ium was used. Reverse transcription was performed using
1 µl of Super Scrip III (Invitrogen) at 65°C for 5 min,
55°C for 50 min and 85°C for 5 min.

PCR reaction was performed with Advantage II polymer-
ase (BD Biosciences) with buffer supplied by the manu-
facturer, 200 µM dNTPs and 200 nM of each primer using
the following cycling program: 95°C for 1 min plus 35
cycles each at 95°C for 30 s, 55°C for 30 s, 68°C for 3
min, followed by a final extension at 68°C for 3 min. The
products were analyzed in 1.2% agarose gel and cloned in
pGem-T vector (Promega) for further sequencing. Primers
are listed in Additional file 4.

Real-time RT-PCR procedures
mRNA was obtained from male or female adult parasites
conserved in RNALater (Ambion) by extraction of tissue
with MACs mRNA isolation kits (Miltenyi Biotec). 200 ng
of mRNA were treated with RQ1 RNAse-free DNAse
(Promega), using 1 U in 10 µl of reaction, for 30 min at
37°C. The DNAse was inactivated at 65°C for 10 min.

Three micrograms of total RNA from each of five stages
was treated with RQ1 RNAse-free DNAse (Promega),
using 4 U in 10 µl of reaction, for 1 hour at 37°C. The
resulting products were reverse transcribed with random
hexamer primers using the protocol of Superscript first
strand system for RT-PCR (Invitrogen). Control reactions
without addition of reverse transcriptase were run in par-
allel, and were used as templates for PCR negative control,
to control for the absence of possible DNA contaminants.
Primers for real-time RT-PCR (listed in Additional file 4)
were designed using the Primer Express program version
2.0.0 (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) with
default parameters. Real-time RT-PCR reactions were per-
formed using SYBR Green PCR master mix (Applied Bio-
systems) and the specific primers in a GenAmp 5700
Sequence Detection System (Applied Biosystems). P-value
was calculated using Student's t-test with 95% confidence
interval.
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EMBL sequence deposition
All sequences determined in this work were deposited at
EMBL under the following numbers: SmINSIG, [EMBL:
AM493258]; SmIRF, [EMBL: AM493259]; SmVASL iso-
forms, [EMBL: AM493260 – AM493273].
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